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Abstract

In this thesis I try to show that traditional transport protocols (such as TCP) poorly 

match the requirements of today’s applications.

Firstly, I develop two new user level protocols using Application Layer Framing 

(ALF) [20] concepts in order to test this hypothesis. A simple remote login program and 

a protocol to deliver mailing lists using multicast. In both cases I am able to show that 

application level protocols utilise less network resources than their traditional counter

parts as well as providing improved responsiveness to the user.

The development and deployment of new protocols is both difficult and time con

suming. I consider a new mechanism for the deployment of protocols. Rather than 

attempting to deploy them in the end systems, new protocols entities are dynamically 

deployed into the network. These protocol entities are called proxylets and are written 

in the programming language Java. A whole i n f r a s t r u c t u r e , [34], has been 

built to allow the deployment of proxylets. A number of diverse applications are then 

built around proxylets to show benefits which can be derived from such a scheme. In 

order to make the funnelWeb infrastructure useful, when globally deployed, a routing 

infrastructure is designed and partially built.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We are stifled in the process of developing new more efficient network protocols due to 

the increasing difficulty in deployment.

In the statement above and in the title “network-wide protocols”, the protocols are 

not end-to-end transport or network protocols in the traditional sense. They are proto

cols which are specific to an application built, for example, on top of a connectionless 

transport protocol such as the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [70]. These are protocols 

which are implemented by applications as opposed to protocols such as Transmission 

Control Protocol (TCP) [72] which are traditionally provided by the host operating 

system.

We argue that many networking applications are ill suited to using traditional 

transport protocols such as TCP. In Appendix C is a representative list of either changes 

that have been made to TCP or workarounds when using TCP. We suggest that it is more 

efficient to implement protocols that map directly onto an application’s requirements.

If high performance in terms of raw throughput is not a requirement, then a mech

anism for speeding up the testing and deployment of an application specific protocol is 

to build it into the application. Thus the protocol is implemented in “user space” rather
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than the traditional approach of building it into the operating system. This is called Ap

plication Layer Framing (ALF) [20]. It is typically faster to send out a new application 

than to ship a new operating system.

If the hypothesis that building application specific protocols has value, then the 

next problem is: How are these application specific protocols developed and deployed? 

New protocols are often shunned for a number of reasons. The main difficulty is time: 

the time to implement, the time to test, the time to deploy. It is rare for software to 

be shipped without anomalies or bugs. Network protocols often go through a “bake

off” [73] process where different implementors can test their implementations against 

each other. Specifications especially in protocol areas can be difficult to follow and 

implement “correctly”. Therfore, there is also the time to redeploy.

Hence ease of deployment of new protocols is a key component of their being 

adopted. My work focuses on this issue of deployment. By building two protocols 

using UDP as the transport no operating system modifications should be required. Al

though some bugs in implementations of UDP were found, protocols built entirely in 

user space are generally faster to deploy than protocols requiring operating system im

plementations and deployments.

To help simplify the creation of user space protocols an initial examination was 

made to specify building blocks which could be used [32]. As part of this examination 

two application specific protocols were built using Application Layer Framing (ALF) 

[20] concepts.

Rather than focus on the implementation of the protocols it became apparent that 

deployment was the key. What if only a single implementation could be used by all 

applications which required a particular protocol then the goal of rapid protocol de-
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ployment could be met.

Using Java [9], a relatively new programming language at the time, some ex

periments were performed to create protocol stacks which could then be dynamically 

downloaded, on demand, into end systems by applications.

These experiments were successful in terms of performance, however, specifying a 

general API from application to protocol stack was not a simple process. The separation 

of the application from the protocol stack proved to be difficult.

Instead of attempting to download code into an end system to aid in the deploy

ment of a protocol a whole protocol entity was downloaded into the network. In the 

experiments that were performed the end system stacks were not modified in any sig

nificant way. This led to the development of Application Level Active Networking 

(ALAN).

Thus the rapid deployment of protocols was achieved by loading dynamic code 

into the “network”. This is not loading code into routers as advocated by the active 

network community [83]. In the active networking model this code can then manipulate 

packets travelling through these routers and these manipulations can be considered to 

be transparent to the end systems.

In the case of ALAN programs named proxylets are loaded into nodes on a net

work. These nodes are not routers. In an optimal situation they would be placed in the 

core of the network. Normally the proxylets would be explicitly placed into the path of 

a flow. This too is at variance with the usual active networking ideas, in which packets 

can be transparently manipulated.
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1.1 Chapter outline

The initial work in this thesis, Chapters 2 and 3 were done as part of larger project, 

the Hipparch [5] project. Other project members were considering another aspect of 

the problem, automated protocol composition [23]. My initial work consisted of hand 

building integral applications and protocols. This was done to both verify that there 

was a benefit from this approach as well as trying to determine what could be learnt 

and extracted to form building blocks of future ALF applications. We consider two 

classic network applications. Chapter 2 describes an ALF based remote login protocol 

called slogin. As an enhancement over the applications telnet and rlogin available at the 

time, slogin also supported encryption. In Chapter 3 MMD describes a Multicast Mail 

Delivery protocol which was developed for the delivery of mailing lists. Both pieces 

of work develop protocols which are tightly matched to the applications requirements. 

These protocols are more efficient in terms of packet exchange than their TCP equiva

lents. Unfortunately there is the added complexity of having to design, verify and test 

these protocols

The JavaRadio Chapter, Chapter 4, describes a mechanism in which the protocol 

stack itself can be dynamically loaded by an application. It was also an experiment to 

discover if the then relatively new Java programming language could be used for real 

time processing. The work in this Chapter was presented at the Hipparch Workshop in 

1997 in Uppsala, Sweden [35].

Chapter 5 on Application Level Active Networking describes an infrastructure 

called funnelWeb [34], which was designed and built to test some of the ideas presented. 

The work in this Chapter appeared in the Journal of Computer Networks [36].

The penultimate Chapter, Chapter 6, describes a natural extension to Application
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Layer Active Networking - Application Layer Routing. This work was presented at the 

the International Workshop on Active Networking in 2000 in Tokyo, Japan.

The last Chapter, Chapter 7, is the conclusion.

1.2 Discussion

The two main applications are: slogin (a simple login program) and MMD a multicast 

mail delivery program, which used a reliable multicast protocol to deliver mail to email 

list. An infrastructure (Appendix B) was also built to test the slogin program.

We were able to show with the slogin and MMD programs that there is indeed 

a benefit to be derived from fitting an applications requirements directly to its own 

associated protocol.

It may be considered that this approach is limited as there is a lot of extra effort 

involved in building a protocol for each application as opposed to just using TCP or 

equivalent. In order to aid in the building of such applications we suggested some 

possible building blocks [32].

At this point rather than build a toolkit to construct ALF style applications, I be

came more interested in the proposition that very few people would ever need to design 

an ALF based protocol. Consider an application such a ftp. How many people have 

actually written an ftp client or daemon? Consider the most widely used protocol on 

the Internet, currently HTTP [25]. The W3C consortium actually provide a library to 

implement this protocol.

The next step was to consider building protocol libraries which could be used by 

applications. The challenges were to develop a generic API for an arbitrary set of 

protocol stacks and deal with version compatibility. For example, specifying a generic
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protocol API is a tricky process if out of order delivery is required.

The traditional approach to a protocol library may have been to design an API and 

implement a number of protocols. In the protocol library idea I wanted to address the 

ubiquitous version mismatch problem with protocol stacks.

Hence, the idea of a dynamic protocol stack was conceived. In order to address 

the protocol mismatch problem, why not dynamically load a protocol stack into an 

application at runtime? This solves many problems; only one implementation of a 

protocol, perhaps available from the appropriate standards body. There is an issue: 

how is the protocol stack made processor independent?

At this time a new programming language, Java, was becoming popular. A pos

sible solution seemed to be use Java as it could be compiled into processor neutral 

byte codes. There was some concern at the time that since Java was an interpreted and 

garbage collected language it could not meet the performance requirements of a large 

set of applications.

However, Java had a lot to offer in terms of code portability. The holy grail of 

a single portable implementation of a protocol with no version incompatibility issues 

was too tantalising to be ignored. Though there was still the issue of performance.

In order to investigate the performance characteristics of using Java with a realistic 

application, an audio playout tool was written (Chapter 4). In order to test the RTF 

compliant playout tool an audio encoder was also written. It turned out that for a real 

time application such as audio playout Java met the performance criteria.

The next step should have been to define an API for protocol stacks. However, 

it became apparent that it would be more beneficial to start placing the code in the 

network, hence ALAN (Application Level Active Networking). A number of papers
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have been written is this area [35], [31], [36], and [33].

Having built an ALAN infrastructure it was possible to see that there were benefits 

in such a scheme. However, a significant limitation in the system is that it is a require

ment to know beforehand the location of EEP’s (Execution Environment for Proxy lets, 

the nodes on which the active code executes). Having to know the location of EEP’s 

before running code is not a solution which scales. Therefore some initial work was 

done in the area of Application Layer Routing (ALR) [33]. A two stage scheme was 

designed and implemented that addressed the issues of discovery and routing.

The original idea was to build tailored application specific protocols. In order to 

pursue this goal the final outcome was a mechanism to place code into the network to 

aid the performance and deployment of applications.

1.3 Experimental Results

One major problem with the work presented is being able to demonstrate that ALE 

and ALAN provide any benefit over traditional networking paradigms. One way of 

demonstrating benefit is to measure an existing system and then compare against the 

new proposed system.

In the slogin work (chapter 2) it is possible to reason that less resources are used for 

an slogin session over an equivalent rlogin session. In order to test the slogin protocol 

and to compare it against the rlogin protocol a testing harness was built. The testing 

harness, flakeway, is described in Appendix B. Flakeway was introduced into the path 

of a connection and its purpose was to delay or drop packets. Reordering could also be 

achieved; reordering is a subset of delay. A novel feature of flakeway was that it does 

not use a random drop probability. Rather, is it table driven. Each arriving packet is
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manipulated (in terms of delay or being dropped) by being compared against a table 

which determines how a packet is modified. This gives deterministic behaviour across 

test runs. If the input packets are identical across test runs the results are identical. The 

tables used to drive flakeway were derived from actual packet traces. The reasoning 

is that the only time any major variance will be seen in the performance of slogin 

against rlogin, will be when there is some level of loss and some transmission delay. 

There will be no perceptible difference in performance on a LAN with no loss or delay. 

Therefore in order to test slogin against traditional applications such as rlogin a wide 

area test needs to be performed. The conditions in the global Internet are continually 

changing. It would not really prove anything if we were to say that at a particular time 

slogin performed “better” than rlogin in a wide area test. In order to be able to generate 

repeatable tests flakeway was built. The tables for driving flakeway were derived by 

running pings to sites in remote countries. The delay, reordering and losses were then 

used to driwe flakeway. Various factors such as variable packet sizes and extra load were 

not taken into account. Flakeway turned out to be an extremely useful tool for testing 

the slogin protocol as it was being developed. For example, the connection setup phase 

could be fairly exhaustively tested be delaying or dropping the initial packets on a 

connection. Unfortunately, it is not possible to justify that slogin performed better than 

rlogin by just performing test runs throng flakeway.

A similar problem exists with the MMD work (chapter 3). It is difficult to show 

experimentally that this scheme is superior to the standard distribution schemes.

In both the slogin and the MMD case it is shown that protocols can be designed and 

deployed using ALF principles that are better mapped to the applications requirements.

The subsequent work in Application Level Application Networking (ALAN) and
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Application Layer Routing (ALR) (Chapters 5 and 6) also exhibit this property that it 

is difficult to prove they are an improvement over current networking technologies.

I have not been able to prove that application specific protocols are the best or only 

way to deploy new applications. I have been able to demonstrate that there are benefits 

from building application specific protocols. I have also been able to demonstrate that 

it is possible to deploy new protocols by placing them dynamically into the network 

rather than in the end systems.
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Chapter 2

Simple login {slogin)

2.1 Introduction

TCP is a general purpose communication protocol that attempts to satisfy the require

ments of a diverse set of applications. It is a stream based protocol that transfers streams 

of octets. The reliable transmission of data provided by TCP simplifies application 

writing, which is why TCP is traditionally used by most Internet applications requiring 

reliable delivery. An example of such application is remote login where the two pop

ular programs in use on the Internet: telnet [74] and rlogin [45] are both TCP based. 

This is despite the fact that a stream based protocol does not usually map easily onto 

the packet based nature of an application such as remote login. This usually results 

in failing to provide the correct trade off between delay and throughput that meets the 

application needs.

In a remote login application, one end of the connection transmits text typed by 

the user while the other end of the connection generates output based on the typed text 

as well as possibly echoing back what it has received.

Human users can read and generate data, through typing, at very low rates that are
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definitely lower than that supported by most networks today. Hence low latency rather 

than a high data throughput is the main requirement of a remote login application. 

However, there are occasions when a word processing application may need to send 

several kilobytes of data to update the display.

In an attempt to reduce the number of packets exchanged and hence keep the load 

on the network to a minimum, TCP implementations use two mechanisms: delayed 

ACK and the Nagle algorithm [12, 63] ^ The goal is to reduce the number of packets 

exchanged by increasing the amount of information carried in each packet. Effectively 

this is achieved by delaying the transmission of packets to allow more information to 

be carried in each packet.

For a long delay path, using TCP decreases the responsiveness of the remote login 

connection. This is a well known side affect of the delayed ACK and the Nagle algo

rithm. The delayed ACK typically does not increase the latency. However, in situations 

where no data needs to be sent back, the delayed ACK will cause latency.

On the other hand, the Nagle algorithm typically means that at least two RTT times 

will pass before the echo of a command is received. The Nagle algorithm is simple and 

elegant. On packet transmission if there is no data in the transmit queue then the data 

is sent immediately. However, if there is data in the transmit queue then the new data is 

queued until the arrival of the ACK for the outstanding data or the retransmission timer 

expires. So a delay is imposed on the transmit queue to allow time for more data to 

build up in the transmit queue. When the ACK arrives or the retransmit timer expires, 

all queued data can be sent in one packet.

One of the examples from the Nagle request for comments (RFC [63]) is a link

Tt should be noted that there are instances where the Nagle algorithm can interact extremely badly 
with applications [59]
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with a round trip time of 5 seconds. The user generates 24 characters with an inter 

character gap of 200ms. The first character will be sent immediately while the other 23 

characters will be queued awaiting the ACK for the first character. Taping 23 characters 

will take 4.6 seconds which is less than the 5 second round trip time. When the ACK 

for the first character arrives all 23 characters will be sent in the same packet. The 

number of packets sent has been reduced to a minimum of 2 packets, considering the 

no loss situation where no packets have been lost, as opposed to 24 data packets. The 

time to get the ACK in the Nagle case will be at least 10 seconds. If each character 

is sent in its own packet the time to get an ACK will be 24*.200 + 5 = 9.8 seconds. 

So in this example using the Nagle algorithm saves the sending of 22 data packets and 

only costs an extra 200ms. For the user in the Nagle case it will take 5 seconds for 

the first character to be echoed and 10 seconds after the first character being typed (or

9.8 seconds after the second character being typed) for the rest of the characters to be 

echoed. In the non Nagle case, assuming no loss, the echo will appear after one RTT 

delay, which is much more acceptable to the user. However, sending only one data byte 

per packet is extremely inefficient in terms of link usage. With a 20 byte IP header and 

a 20 byte TCP header, a 41 byte packet containing only one byte of data is inefficient 

in terms of link utilisation. Under heavy network congestion, many small data packets 

will increase the congestion.

Slogin is a program that has its communications stack built with consideration 

of the requirements of the application. Slogin was built to show that a hand crafted 

protocol could be made more responsive than TCP and still does not cost too much 

more than TCP in terms of link utilisation. Encryption is a value added feature of 

slogin.
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The building of slogin also facilitated the identification of the tools needed for 

building specially tailored protocols for specific applications. One of the intended 

outcomes from this work was to ultimately generate a set of building blocks. These 

building blocks could then be used to build the next generation of application specific 

protocols. This direction was ultimately not pursued. Although a paper attempting 

to define useful building blocks was written in 1996: “Some Lessons Learned from 

Various ALF and ILP Applications” [32].

2.2 Slogin Protocol Overview

The slogin program is relatively simple. It uses its own packet format on top of UDP. 

The packet format contains header fields that allow the building of a reliable proto

col. Various ideas from TCP implementations are used such as delayed ACKs and the 

mechanism for calculating the RTT. The slogin program generates more packets than 

an equivalent remote login program using TCP because the Nagle algorithm is not used. 

The Nagle algorithm in TCP is not just for remote login applications but also for any 

application that generates a few bytes at a time that can be amortised into larger packets. 

The Nagle algorithm is inappropriate for remote login sessions over long delay paths. 

In order to keep the response time to a minimum, the slogin protocol sends packets 

the moment characters are generated by the user. This increases the number of packets 

generated, however, in defence of this strategy, a single user typing a character every 

200ms can only generate 5 characters per second resulting in 5 packets per second. An 

important aspect of the slogin protocol is that each packet carries all of the data that 

has not yet been acknowledged. Hence any packet loss will not necessarily result in 

an extra RTT of delay. This is another boost to the responsiveness of the protocol. A
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TCP implementation can not make the decision to carry all data that has not yet been 

acknowledged in its packets because as a general purpose protocol it does not know the 

shape of the traffic generated by the application. On the other hand a specially tailored 

protocol can take full advantage of such knowledge. While the TCP protocol requires 

20 bytes, assuming no options, the slogin protocol uses 7 bytes (currently more are 

used for ease of implementation) plus 8 bytes of UDP header to give a total of 15 bytes; 

a saving of 5 bytes per packet. The comparative header sizes are not given to imply 

that slogin is better then TCP because it uses fewer bytes. It just illustrates that an 

equivalent number of bytes is used.

2.3 Slogin Protocol Requirements

The goal of slogin is to develop a UDP-based transport protocol that is optimised for 

remote login applications over long delay links. A second requirement is the use of 

encryption for security purposes. A number of goals are identified for the protocol.

1. Most importantly, from the user point of view, the protocol needs to be more 

responsive than the traditional programs such as rlogin or telnet.

2. It is also important that the number of bytes exchanged using slogin is not sig

nificantly more than the number of bytes exchanged when using TCP based pro

grams.

3. It is also a goal to achieve better interrupt and expediated data processing. The 

rlogin program uses TCP’s urgent pointer (URG) to perform expedited data pro

cessing. One significant drawback of this approach is that the URG pointer is 

exactly that: a pointer into the stream. A particular point in the byte stream is
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Figure 2,1: slogin packet format

marked as being urgent. Depending on the TCP implementation the urgent byte 

is not necessarily delivered before any other data.

2.4 The Slogin Protocol

2.4.1 Packet Format

The packet format is rather simple. It is made up of four fields followed by an optional 

payload (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 shows the slogin packet format. The packet header is much larger than 

it needs to be. Each field is kept as a four byte quantity for ease of implementation. The 

type field can be reduced to three bits as there are only six packet types. The length 

field can also be removed as UDF gives the length of the packet. So all in all the header 

can be reduced by slightly more than 5 bytes. Each packet contains the same fixed 

size header for simple parsing independent of the packet type. Though controversial, 

there is no version field in the packet format. Slogin utilizes the simple expedient of 

using a new UDP port for major version changes, which is simpler than the use and
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check of a version number field. Such decision forces any slogin version to always use 

a fixed UDP port. However, there is no requirement to check version fields nor support 

backward compatibility. There is no interoperability concern.

A number of fields that are usually present in transport protocols are missing in 

slogin. There is no ID field to associate packets with sessions. Instead, the host and 

port fields contained in the UDP header are used for that purpose.

Slogin packets have no additional checksum apart from the checksum provided 

by UDP. However, a checkbyte is placed at the end of the payload to aid with the 

authentication of packets. As both TCP and UDP use the same checksum algorithm, 

both slogin and rlogin packets have the same protection against data corruption. The 

additional checkbyte in the slogin packets provides extra protection despite its main 

purpose being authentication rather than protection.

The packet format has the following fields:

Packet types

There are 7 packet types in slogin:

1. CR - Connection Request - Value 0 

A connection request packet.

2. CC - Connection Confirmation - Value 1 

A connection confirmation packet.

3. DATA - Data Packet - Value 2 

A data packet.
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4. CONTROL - Control Packet - Value 3 

A control packet.

This packet type conveys out of band information such as interrupt characters, 

terminal size , flow control information and terminal type.

The current implementation does not support this packet type.

5. DR - Disconnect Request - Value 4 

A disconnect request packet.

6. DC - Disconnect Confirm - Value 5 

A disconnect confirmation packet.

7. RESET - Reset - Value 6 

A reset packet.

Acknowledgement Number

This field acknowledges the last byte received from the peer.

Length

This field specifies the length of the packet. It is a redundant field as the UDP API 

provides the same information.

Sequence Number

This is the sequence number of the first byte of data contained in the packet.

2.4.2 Data

The payload is encrypted by the RC4 stream cipher. There is also an additional check

byte trailing the data to facilitate packet authentication.
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2.4.3 The Slogin Protocol

An slogin session can be in one of four states: IDLE, CONNECTING, CONNECTED 

and DISCONNECTING.

The simplest way to describe the protocol is to examine the connection setup pro

cess and the connection tear down process as we step through the protocol states on the 

server side of the connection.

Connection Setup

The server side of the connection starts in an IDLE state awaiting a Connection Request 

(CR) packet. The client side sends a CR packet and moves to the CONNECTING state. 

On receipt of the CR packet, the server sends a Connection Confirmation (CC) packet 

to the client and moves to the CONNECTED state. Once the client receives the CC 

packet, it also moves to the CONNECTED state.

Any of the packets can be lost in this interchange. It is up to the client to retrans

mit CR packets until either a timeout period expires or a CC packet is received. On 

the server side no timers will be started once the CR packet has been received and the 

server has moved to the CONNECTED state. This is consistent with the data trans

mission part of the protocol that does not use keep alive timers when no data is left 

to be acknowledged. This design makes the initiator of the connection responsible for 

driving the state transitions of its peer and reduces the number of packets exchanged. 

However, there is a flaw associated with this design. If a CR packet is sent to the server 

after which the client dies, there is no way to remove the state of the connection held 

by the server. In practice this situation rarely arises and when it does the amount of 

memory used to hold the protocol control block is small. More importantly, this de

sign makes slogin extremely vulnerable to denial of service attacks similar to the SYN
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attack used against TCP servers such as WWW servers.

Connection Teardown

A connection teardown can be initiated by either side of the connection. The initiator 

of the teardown sends a Disconnect Request (DR) packet to the peer and moves to 

the DISCONNECTING state. On reception of the DR, the peer sends a Disconnect 

Confirmation (DC) packet to the initiator and moves to the idle state. As soon as the 

initiator receives the DC packet, it also moves to the IDLE state.

State Transitions

Table 2.1 shows the state transitions of the slogin protocol. The first column lists all 

the protocol packet types while the first row lists all the protocol states. Each table 

entry shows the protocol response to receiving a particular packet at a particular state. 

Each response entry consists of two rows. The first row shows the packet to be sent in 

response, if any. The second row shows the next state transition, if any.

For example, if an endpoint receives a DR packet while in the CONNECTED state, 

it will send a DC packet and move to the IDLE state. If it receives any subsequent DC 

packets while still in the IDLE state, it will continue sending DC packets but it will stay 

in the IDLE state.

2.5 Implementation Issues

2.5.1 Control packets

As Stated before, the rlogin program uses TCP’s urgent pointer (URG) to perform ex

pedited data processing. Depending on the TCP implementation the urgent byte might 

not be delivered before the ordinary data. Slogin was originally designed to use Con-
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STATES IDLE CONNECTING CONNECTED DISCONNECTING
PACKET TYPES

CR CC
CONNECTED

RESET
IDLE

CC RESET
IDLE

CC RESET
CONNECTED

RESET
IDLE

DATA RESET RESET
IDLE

RESET
IDLE

CONTROL RESET RESET
IDLE

RESET
IDLE

DR DC RESET
IDLE

DC
IDLE

RESET
IDLE

DC RESET
IDLE

RESET
IDLE IDLE

RESET
IDLE IDLE IDLE

Table 2.1: slogin state transitions

trol Packets to deal with expediated data processing. Control Packets will carry special 

data and information that needs immediate delivery to the other end of the connection. 

Interrupt and flow control characters as well as information related to changes in the 

size of the user’s xterm will be typically transmitted using Control Packets. However, 

the slogin usage of a send and wait protocol instead of a windowing protocol resolved 

the issue of expediated data processing without the need to implement Control Packets. 

An interrupt character is typically used to stop the current transaction. If an application 

is generating a lot of output in response to a user’s command, it is necessary to stop the 

transmission of the remaining output upon the receipt of the interrup character. Typi

cally in the TCP situation large amounts of data will be transmitted before the interrupt 

is processed. In the slogin case at most one network buffer will be sent after the inter

rupt character is sent. This is an interesting side effect of using a send and wait protocol 

instead of a windowing protocol.
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2.5.2 Retransmission

Slogin uses packet retransmission to deal with packet loss. Whenever a packet is sent, 

the sender expects to receive an acknowledgement from its peer. If an acknowledge

ment does not arrive then either the original packet or its acknowledgement has been 

lost. To break the deadlock due to packet loss, the sender sets a timer once a packet 

has been sent. If the timer expires before an acknowledgement has been received, the 

packet will be retransmitted. To deal with the case when the peer disappears for what

ever reason, a packet can be retransmitted for a specific number of times after which 

the connection will be closed.

To implement the above mechanism three parameters need to be specified:

• The value of the initial retransmission timer. This time is selected based on the 

round trip time. The exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) from 

TCP is used.

• The value of the subsequesnt retransmission timers. These timers are exponen

tially backed off.

• The maximum number of retransmissions. This value is set to 11. A packet will 

be retransmitted 11 times after which the connection will be closed.

2.5.3 Bind and connect problems with UDP

A TCP connection is uniquely defined by a pair of identifiers each identifying one end 

of the connection. Each identifier contains a 4 octets IPv4 address and a 2 octets port 

number. Well known TCP services are available on well known ports. For example 

telnet uses TCP port 513. All telnet connections use port number of 513 at the server 

end and can use any port number at the client end. The addresses and ports are used
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to deliver packets to the correct process. In many systems the way this is implemented 

is to a have a process control block (PCB) with addresses (local and remote) as well 

as ports (local and remote). When a packet arrives at a host it is compared against 

the PCB’s. It is delivered to the process which best matches the PCB entries. Both 

TCP and UDP packets contain source and destination addresses as well as source and 

destination ports.

Initially when a telnet server is waiting for a connection the local port number is 

bound to port 513 and the remote port number is unbound. There is no connection yet. 

As soon as a connection is created the remote port is bound to the port number the 

remote packet originated from.

In the TCP case this works well. Hence slogin used a similar method. The slogin 

server would wait on a well known port. The client would then ask the system for 

an currently unused port. The UDP packet would be sent to the server with a random 

source port and the known destination port. The packet would be delivered to the 

process which was listening on the slogin port. If the incoming packet was a connection 

request then the server process would start a new process. The new process would have 

a copy of the networking socket. The new process would then set the remote port value 

on its PCB using the connect(2) system call. Now both the parent and the child would 

have a PCB with the same local port. In the server case the remote port would be 

unbound. Thus all packets which are not bound to the child process will be sent to 

the parent. By the same token all packets for the child process will be delivered to it. 

Thus the operating system would be responsible for correctly demultiplexing incoming 

packets. Unfortunately on the Sun running (Solaris 2.5.1) under which I was writing 

this code the demultiplexing did not work correctly. The way that the bug manifested
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itself was that the first connection worked fine. If a second connection was attempted 

then no more packets were delivered to any of the applications. This seemed extremely 

surprising. One would have thought that other UDP based programs might use the 

same mechanism as was attempted in slogin. On checking the source for the Trivial 

File Transfer Protocol daemon(tftpd). A widely used UDP based file transfer program. 

It transpired that tftpd gets around this problem by sending the response packet from 

a different local port than the advertised port. Once the response is received by the 

client all packets are sent to the new port on the server. A similar scheme was therefore 

incorporated into slogin. An irritating feature of this scheme is that for every connection 

request a new process is created, even if the connection requests are coming from the 

same client.

2.5.4 User Privileges

The slogin program was developed on a Sun running Solaris 2.5.1. In order to test 

slogin on wide area links an account at INRIA ,in the South of France, was used. This 

account has no root privileges. It was therefore necessary to try and get the slogin 

server (slogind) running with only user privileges.

As soon as slogin manages a connection setup, including the Diffie-Hellman ex

change, the server slogind runs the standard Unix login program to perform authenti

cation.

Starting the login program turned out to be extremely problematic. The login 

program requires to be started from the lowest level shell. On UNIX systems a file 

“utmp” is used to hold login records. In order to start the login program the “utmp” 

file needs an appropriate entry. Trying to write the “utmp” entry as a non root process 

proved to be a problem. A mechanism was eventually found through a library. The
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“utmp” entry was not cleared on logout as the system will eventually perform this task. 

This causes a problem, for attempts to log in immediately after logout, the “utmp” entry 

isn’t cleared the same pseudo terminal is allocated and it is not possible to log in. The 

second login attempts seems to clear the entry and it is possible to log in.

2.5.5 Testing

The slogin protocol was tested initially on a local area network. For realistic wide area 

tests an account at INRIA was used as described above.

Also a system was built to emulate wide area lossy links. This system flakeway 

is described in Appendix B. Flakeway was table driven and hence deterministic. This 

allowed for repeatable tests to test the slogin protocol, using hand crafted data sets. Test 

data sets were also derived from ping traces between UCL and INRIA. It was initially 

hoped, to perform systematic tests of slogin against rlogin, to demonstrate the benefit 

of one scheme over the other. It was not clear that such tests would actually help in 

proving one scheme was better than another. Therefore the flakeway was only used for 

testing.

2.5.6 Security

At the time that the slogin work was done; 1994, there were no generally available 

remote login programs that attempted to cryptographically protect either passwords or 

session data. Since that time “SSH” [94] a secure login program has become widely 

available and is heavily used.

Any program being developed to support remote logins, really needed to support 

security. Adding security in the form of encryption also allowed for testing of ideas in 

integrated layer processing (ILP).
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A major win with slogin is that as the protocol and application are so tightly cou

pled the connection setup exchanges can also carry pertinent data. Carried with the con

nection setup messages were Diffie-Hellman [22] setup information. Diffie-Hellman 

allows two parties that do not share a common secret to generate a common secret. It 

relies on the difficulty of factoring large numbers. In the slogin case the connection and 

Diffie-Hellman exchange can be taking place in the same packets. If TCP was used 

first a three way hand shake would need to take place, followed by the Diffie-Hellman 

exchange. More packets are exchanged than is necessary. Which is wasteful of band

width and time. Some transport protocols do allow data to be carried in the connection 

setup packets.

Once a secret key has been generated then the stream encryption protocol RC4 is 

used. RC4 is easy to implement and has no known attacks [78]. Once seeded by the key 

generated by the Diffie-Hellman exchange. RC4 generates a byte stream. This stream is 

exclusive or’d with the data stream. At the receiver the same RC4 stream is generated 

and the received data stream is again exclusive or’d with the incoming stream. This 

allows the recovery of the transmitted data. As well as being simple to implement it is 

also computationally cheap; this can be observed from the implementation in Appendix 

D. Another advantage of RC4 is that being stream based, unlike block solutions it is 

not necessary to pad transmitted packet to a block boundary, hence not necessitating 

the transport of extra padding bytes in the data payload.

The Diffie-Hellman key exchange uses a prime modulus of 1024 bits. The (prime 

-1) / 2 is also prime. This is supposed to make the exchange more secure. I generated 

the prime myself which may have been a mistake. Its been tested against all primes less 

than 2000 and has had the Rabin Miller test run 5 times. A 1024 bit key is constructed
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from the exchange.

The stream cipher RC4 can accept up to 2048 bit key. So the 1024 bit key is 

repeated to give a 2048 bit key. In order to have a different encryption key in each 

direction the key is byte swapped for the reverse path. Hopefully this doesn’t open a 

hole in the encryption.

The GNU multiple precision library was used to manipulate these large numbers.

The security in slogin is only there to encrypt the traffic. It does not perform any 

authentication. Authentication is performed by the standard login process. However, 

as all traffic is encrypted the password will not be available to the world. The Diffie- 

Hellman algorithm is susceptible to man in the middle attacks.

Checksum - Authentication

It is essential that all incoming packets are authenticated, otherwise bogus packets could 

be fed into the session. A nonce is added to the end of each packet before encryption. 

The nonce is a trivial checksum that is run across the data portion of the packet.

The checksum algorithm consists of summing all the bytes in the data field and 

then storing the low order byte at the end of the packet. This scheme is used for au

thentication, not for protecting the data. Before the payload is encrypted the checksum 

byte is placed at the end of the payload. When a packet is received it is decrypted and 

the checksum algorithm is run. Only if the computed checksum byte and the checksum 

byte in the packet match is the payload accepted. There is a very high likelihood that 

the creator of data packet knew the secret encryption key.
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2.6 Experiments

On November 27 1994 the slogin and slogind programs existed. Experiments were per

formed between UCL in London and INRIA at Sophia Antipolis. The typical roundtrip 

time was around 200ms with 17 hops.

The original idea had been to build an asymmetric protocol, at the client side all 

data which had not been acknowledged would be sent in all packets, this seemed to be a 

fairly reasonable approach as at the client end, the input is from the keyboard. In order 

to simplify the implementation, the first cut was to build a symmetric protocol: unac

knowledged data from the server was also repeated. With a terminal size of 24x80 this 

could mean 1920 bytes in a screen refresh, generated perhaps by an editor. However, 

experiments showed that the arbitrary packet size of 1024 which was chosen sometimes 

meant that a screen of data would require two packets. Host MTU discovery, would be 

extremely useful, to allow the application to transmit the largest possible packet size 

for a path.

In order to simplify the buffering of data both from the keyboard and the remote 

shell once 1024 bytes of data is in the transmit buffer the program no longer reads 

from the input keyboard/shell. This has the side effect of there only ever being one 

packets worth of data buffered. So if a keyboard interrupt is used to stop a flow, only 

one packet’s worth of data is ever in the system. When a lot of data is being generated 

from the server end of the connection, for example displaying a very large file (e.g. cat 

/etc/termcap), the protocol becomes a send and wait protocol.
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2.7 Results

On a long delay link with a small amount of packet loss the slogin program feels more 

responsive than rlogin. This is due to not having to wait for one round trip time when a 

packet is lost. It would be interesting to modify a TCP implementation to also send all 

buffered bytes when the number of bytes is small.

The XON/XOFF flow control and interrupt processing work very well even with

out special support, this is due to only ever buffering one packets worth of data.

As mentioned above when a lot of data is being sent the current implementa

tion becomes a send and wait protocol. This means that currently slogin has a lower 

throughput than rlogin. However, the author believes that apart from performing tests, 

generating a lot of data which cannot possibly be read is not useful, so limiting the rate 

is not a bad property of the current implementation.

2.8 Enhancements

Passing the user name display variable and term variable would be useful The rlogin 

protocol also tracks window size changes. There is support for a separate control chan

nel in slogin which has never been implemented. This control channel could be used 

for window updates.

The environment variables could just be tacked onto the end of the key in the key 

exchange. They could actually be placed in the packet as environment variables and 

not even require interpreting.
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2.9 Discussion

TCP is badly matched to the requirements of a rlogin application. In most cases the 

application writer has information about the characteristics of his application that can 

be exploited. A classic example of this problem is rlogin, the echoing in rlogin is 

performed by the remote end, when it was discovered that for every character that was 

typed first an ack was sent back then the echo, TCP implementations were modified 

to delay for 200ms to delay the sending of the ack so that it could be carried with the 

echo.

We can make many observations about a typical rlogin session: a user does not 

type fast, so until an acknowledgement is received up to some threshold all characters 

typed can be repeated. On long delay paths this should give the best response under 

conditions of loss. Consider the case of a character typed by the user. The single packet 

carrying this character is lost. Then another character is typed. In the TCP case due to 

the Nagle delay typically 0.5 seconds will pass until the two characters are transmitted. 

In the slogin case the second character will be sent immediately with the first. If the 

TCP has Nagle disabled it will still take one more round trip time for the character to 

be delivered.

A user can not necessarily read very fast: data rate of the reverse channel could be 

kept to a fairly low settable rate. In fact as the protocol was implemented as a send and 

wait protocol there was always a RTT of delay. This provided a useful side effect of 

not requiring any special interrupt character or X-ON/X-OFF flow control processing. 

As there is only ever one window of data to interrupt.
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2.10 Conclusions

Slogin provides a number of benefits over rlogin and telnet. It provides security at no 

significant overhead. This is also true of SSH.

Slogin provides better responsiveness on long delay links with any loss.

TCP is a good general reliable protocol, but it does not match the requirements, of 

even a simple application; such as remote login.

The actual slogin implementation was different to the original specification. The 

original specification was to have used windowing; the initial implementation used send 

and wait. This turned out to be perfectly acceptable. A benefit of this decision was, 

the control channel, which had also been specified, did not have to be implemented. 

The control channel was among other things supposed to carry interrupt characters. An 

expedited channel which could overtake the data channel. With send and wait there 

was never more than one packet of data which needed to be interrupted.

The control channel was also to have carried window size change information, 

amongst other things. Implementing this feature would not have provided any signifi

cant advantage.

It was harder to specify, implement and debug the slogin protocol than writing say 

rlogin. The author has written a rlogin for a commercial UNIX vendor, so can validly 

make this comparison.

The increased implementation complexity of this approach, would be an obstacle 

to its adoption. An avenue that was consider was the provision of building blocks to fa

cilitate the construction of application level protocols (ALPs) such as slogin [32]. This 

direction was not pursued. The work in this chapter was done as part of the Hipparch 

project [5]. Partners in the project where looking at automatic protocol composition
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[23], in order to solve the complexity of designing and implementing protocols.

In this chapter one application has been considered. In the next chapter we con

sider mailing lists to see if ALP concepts can be used in a very different scenario.



Chapter 3

MMD: Multicast Mail Delivery

3.1 Introduction

The work presented in this chapter is joint work with Zheng Wang and Jon Crowcroft. 

The work was done at the end of 1995, which is why some design decisions may not be 

as appropriate today as they were then. These decisions are discussed in section 3.4.4.

In this chapter we consider mailing lists as another application that could benefit 

from application level protocols (ALPs). This application is very different to the slogin 

application. It is again, however a very heavily used application.

As mailing lists grow large, current centralised distribution becomes increasingly 

unmanageable. In this chapter we present an alternative mailing list delivery system 

MMD. MMD delivers message to list members by multicast and achieves reliabil

ity with a lightweight retransmission scheme based on expanding ring local repair

ing. MMD can co-exist with conventional mailing list delivery and requires minimum 

changes to the systems.

Mailing lists are among the most useful applications on the Internet. It is impos

sible to make an accurate estimation as to how many mailing lists exist in the whole
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Internet. As of June 2nd 1996, www.lisxt.com, a mailing list directory had a database

of 37,416 lists.

Standard mailing list operation is fairly simple, a mailing list is set up at a site by 

allocating an electronic mail address, for example mmd@cs.uclac.uk. All electronic 

mail sent to this address is then fanned out to all members of the list at the main list 

exploder.

There are a number of problems associated with this conventional mailing list 

operation [89]. First of all, the administration of large mailing lists can be a very 

time consuming activity. The simplest part of maintenance may just be dealing with 

subscribe/unsubscribe messages. Although mailing list software typically can handle 

automatic subscription and unsubscription [81], people often fail to change their mail 

addresses in the lists when they change organisations. A major problem reported by 

maintainers of large mailing lists is delivery failure. When a mail transfer agent [75] 

fails to deliver mail to a recipient of a mailing list, a mail message is often generated 

by the mailer and sent back to the list maintainer with an error report. There can be 

many reasons for delivery to fail, for example, the hostname cannot be found in the 

DNS [60], the mailbox may no longer exist, the machine that the mailbox resides on 

has been unavailable for prolonged periods etc ...  Some of the problems may be the 

kind of transient errors that occur in networking or they may be more permanent like 

a recipient has changed organisations and no mail forwarding is enabled to the new 

organisations. Whether the error is transient or permanent, time is spent by list main

tainers processing the delivery reports. For example. Information Sciences Institute 

(ISI), which maintains mailing lists for Internet research groups, the IETF and other In

ternet groups, on average received about 400 messages a month requesting additions or

http://www.lisxt.com
mailto:mmd@cs.uclac.uk
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deletions, and about 300 error messages a month due to mail delivery problems during 

1991 [89]. The members on most ISFs mailing lists have increased substantially since.

Since every message has to be replicated at the mail server where the mailing list 

resides, a large and active mailing list may place significant workload on the mail server 

and also outgoing traffic for the list maintainer’s site. The majority of the mailing lists 

on the Internet are operated as a free service to a particular community or interest group, 

so it is desirable to reduce the burden to the list maintainer’s site as much as possible.

When the number of members in a list reaches a few thousand, such centralised 

distribution becomes increasingly unmanageable. In this chapter, we present a dis

tributed approach based on multicast, called multicast mail delivery (MMD). In MMD, 

mailing list distribution utilises the multicast capacity of the underlying networks 

(MB0NE)[17j. Messages from the main exploder are multicast out and each site inter

ested in a particular list has a local exploder which listens at the multicast address and 

distributes to local members of the list.

With this approach, the entire mailing list operation is fully distributed. 

The administrative load on the main exploders is drastically reduced. Subscrib

ing/unsubscribing is a local matter so there will no longer be the large turn-a-round time 

often encountered with some mailing lists. Any errors generated are handled locally 

and hence easier to solve. As the replication is done with multicast, the traffic load on 

the main exploders is no longer an issue. With local retransmission mechanisms, main 

exploders only need multicast a message once, or at most a small number of times 

when local repairing fails. Thus, MMD can deliver mailing lists more efficiently in 

terms of network bandwidth and speed of delivery. With MMD, there is the additional 

local burden of configuring a new local list each time a new mailing list is joined. This
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is inevitable as a result of the distributed approach. However, the setup process could

be automated.

3.2 Design Basics

MMD was developed as an alternative to conventional mailing list delivery. Its aim is 

to relieve the administrative burdens on list managers, and to reduce traffic and delay in 

message distribution. The core of MMD is a multicast based distribution system with a 

lightweight retransmission scheme based on expanding ring local repairing. The design 

of MMD adheres to the following basic principles:

1. Co-existence with conventional mailing list delivery. Given the large installed 

base of conventional mailing lists, any systems incompatible with the conven

tional one will not work in practice. The use of MMD and conventional mail 

delivery must not be mutually exclusive. For any list, users who do not have ac

cess to networks with multicast capacity can continue to use conventional mailing 

list delivery.

2. Minimum modifications to current systems. MMD was designed to replace only 

the replication part of the mailing list delivery. There has deliberately been no 

attempt made to replace current mailing list maintenance software. Subscribing, 

unsubscribing, mailing to a list and receiving mail are handled through existing 

infrastructure. By doing so, MMD requires minimum changes to the current 

systems.

3. Handling of multiple lists. MMD was designed to handle multiple mailing lists 

so that one invocation of the program and configuration file would be required
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per site. It will also allow multiple lists to share a simple multicast group.

3.3 The Structure

The MMD suite of programs is broken into three distinct components:

Sender

MTS

Main exploder

multicast multicast Local exploders

SMTP SMTP SMTP

mmd deliver mmd deliver mmd deliver

mmdaccept

rand multicast

Receiver Receiver Receiver

Figure 3.1: The Structure of MMD

1. mmdaccept

Electronic mail enters the MMD subsystem via mmd .accept. The program is 

invoked by the mail delivery program, it then makes a unicast connection to 

the mmd jnulticast program which is responsible for multicasting the mail mes

sages. An example of operation would be set up a mailing list for example 

mmd@cs.uclac.uk, rather than the mail now going to multiple recipients it is 

just sent to the mmd.accept. The mmd .accept program is a trivial program which 

is the entry point into the MMD subsystem. This program is invoked once per 

mail message and does little more that open a connection to mmd jnulticast and

mailto:mmd@cs.uclac.uk
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relay the message. In the unlikely event of mmd-multicast not being available 

mmd_accept returns an error status and the mail message is queued by the mail 

software for a later delivery attempt as mail transfer systems are good at this. All 

retries are left to the existing mail infrastructure.

2. mmdjmulticast

This program mmd-multicast is a server process which is intended to run con

tinuously, and is responsible for multicasting the mail message. This program 

sends out periodic status messages containing information about what messages 

are currently available. This allows receivers mmd-deliver to send negative ac

knowledgements when they discover that new messages are available.

3. mmd-deliver

The program mmd-deliver is a server process which is responsible for reliably 

receiving the multicast mail messages and performing local delivery. It can also 

perform retransmissions in the event of loss.

3.4 The Protocol

The protocol is totally text based as are mail messages. Two channels are used, one for 

control messages and the other for the data. There were two reasons for this choice, 

one for ease of de-multiplexing of messages, the other to allow receivers to leave the 

multicast group on which the data is sent in order to take full advantage of multicast 

pruning, so once a site has received all the currently available mail it no longer needs 

to receive the mail again.
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3.4.1 Status message

The message consists of colon separated fields;

yl:STATUS:timeout range:list name:lowest mail message:highest mail message:

1. v l

The version of the protocol. In this case version 1.

2. STATUS

The type of the message. The keyword STATUS is actually in the message.

3. timeout range

In order to guard against the ACK/NACK implosion [27] problem a timeout 

range in seconds is sent with the message. Any receivers wishing to send a 

NACK in response to a STATUS message chooses a random time value within 

this range.

4. list name

The name of the list.

5. lowest mail message

The mail messages are numbered, this is is the lowest mail message available.

6. highest mail message

The highest mail message available.

3.4.2 NACK message

The message consists of colon separated fields:

vl:NACK:list name:mail message:< optional fragment number or range>:
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1. v l

The version of the protocol. In this case version 1.

2. NACK

The type of the message. The keyword “NACK” is actually in the message.

3. list name

The name of the list.

4. mail message

The mail message that is being NACK’d.

5. < optional fragment number or range >:

If this field is not present then the whole message is being NACK’d. A single 

value denotes a particular fragment is being NACK’d. A range of fragments can 

be specified by giving a start value and an end value separated with an e.g. 

“10-15”.

3.4.3 Data message

The mail messages are broken into fragments. The sender can choose any appropriate 

fragment size, the only stipulation being that once a size is chosen it must be the same 

for all fragments and must remain constant for a particular message.

Each mail message fragment is prepended with the following header. The fields in 

the header are colon separated and the last entry is followed by two newlines (ASCII 

nl, hex value Oxa), after which the mail fragment appears.

vl:list name:message number:fragment:total number of fragments:
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1. v l

The version of the protocol. In this case version 1.

2. list name

The name of the list.

3. message number

The mail message number.

4. fragment

The fragment number of the message being carried.

5. total number of fragments

The total number of fragments which make up this mail message.

3.4.4 Retransmission Scheme

In MMD, retransmission is receiver-initiated based on expanding ring local repairing. 

When a receiver detects that a message is lost, it first requests the message in its local 

scope. Any entity which has a copy of the message can reply to such a retransmission 

request. If the requested message is not retransmitted, a receiver can increase the scope 

of its retransmission request until the requested message is received. We now describe 

the details of protocol operations.

The “mmd jnulticast” program sends out periodic “STATUS” messages. The mes

sages themselves are simple text messages. The “STATUS” messages carry information 

regarding the range of messages available. If a “mmd.deliver” program detects that it 

does not have a particular message it can send a “NACK” message in response to a 

“STATUS” message.
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In order to guard against a “NACK” implosion, the “NACK” messages are not sent 

immediately after receiving the “STATUS” messages. If there were many receivers, 

sending “NACK” messages immediately after a “STATUS” message would lead to 

many “NACK” messages being sent at roughly the same time, thus potentially causing 

heavy congestion. Ideally only one receiver should send a “NACK” in a particular 

time period. A protocol could have been developed in order to synchronise all the 

participants to guard against the “NACK” implosion problem. This would however 

have increased the complexity. Also the number of messages exchanged would have 

increased.

As the distribution of mail makes no real time guarantees, a simpler strategy was 

adopted, using a random element to determine when a “NACK” should be sent. The 

“STATUS” messages carry a timeout value which is a interval within which a random 

value is chosen by each receiver. This value is used as a delay period from the arrival 

of the “STATUS” message. When this delay period passes, the receiver may send a 

“NACK” message. In the intervening period another receiver may already have sent a 

“NACK” for the requested message. As all messages are multicast, all receivers will 

receive the “NACK” messages, so a list of “NACK” messages is recorded and only 

new “NACK” messages sent in any particular period. In order to grossly simplify the 

present implementation if any “NACK” or “DATA” messages are seen in the delay 

period then no “NACK” will be sent, a new delay period will be chosen and the process 

will repeated until there are either no outstanding messages or there has been a quiet 

delay period when a “NACK” can be sent.

At this point some background is required. At the time that this work was done the 

MBONE was based on a distance vector multicast routing protocol (DVMRP). Since
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that time the protocols used have changed. What multicast protocol is currently in use 

does not affect our discussion. An important feature that has changed is how far a 

multicast packet travels in the network is controlled. How is the scope of a multicast 

packet controlled? The initial MBONE consisted of tunnels between participating sites. 

The tunnels were configured with thresholds. For a packet to traverse a tunnel its time 

to live (TTL) had to be larger than the tunnel threshold. Therefore how far a multicast 

packet travelled was governed by its initial TTL. The higher the initial TTL the further 

the scope of the packet. For example at the time this work was done a TTL of less than 

31 would keep a multicast packet within the UK. A TTL of less than 16 would keep 

a packet within UCL. This was not considered to be a flexible enough scheme. Today 

multicast packets can be bounded by using administrative scopes [58]. Rather than 

using TTL’s to bound the scope of a packet the multicast address is used. To greatly 

simplify the explanation, border routers in administrative domains do not allow packets 

with certain administrative address ranges to traverse them.

The retransmission is carried out in a distributed fashion, in MMD, not only 

can the “mmd jnulticast” program respond to a “DATA” message but so can the 

“mmd-deliver” programs. An expanding ring search for local retransmission is used. 

The TTL was increased for “NACK” messages to expand their scope. Therefore topo

logically close sites had the opportunity to respond first. If there were no responses the 

scope of the search could be increased, until the whole world was searched. This TTL 

based expanding ring search would not work today as explained above. Today it would 

be necessary to configure a list of addresses that would be sequentially searched. Each 

address would have a greater scope than the previous entry.

The “NACK” messages are multicast, therefore all entities that have a copy of the
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message are in the position to reply with the requested “DATA”. The hope is that in all 

but the initial distribution of a message, the retransmission request will be satisfied by 

an entity closer than the original sender. As with “NACK” messages the problem still 

exists that a large number of “DATA” messages could be sent in response to a “NACK” 

message. Causing a “DATA” implosion problem.

As with “NACK” messages “DATA” messages are sent after a random delay in 

order to guard against implosion and synchronisation problems. All entities have a 

queue of outgoing messages. Whenever a “NACK” message is seen all entities which 

have a copy of the message place it on their outgoing message queue. The “DATA” 

may already be on the outgoing message queue, in which case it will not be added. 

At some random time in the future the outgoing message queue will be activated and 

the queued “DATA” packets will be transmitted. Every received “DATA” packet is 

compared against those in the outgoing queue, any that match are removed. If an entity 

requests a “DATA” packet by sending a “NACK”, many entities may be in a position to 

service this request. All sites with the appropriate “DATA” will schedule a transmission 

in the future. As soon as the first site satisfies the request the other sites will remove 

the transmission from their outgoing message queues.

The “STATUS” message carries a timeout value so that the value can be varied 

as the size of the group changes. Currently the timeout value is a small fixed value 

(60 seconds). The intention is that the “mmd_deliver” program should notice if many 

“NACK” messages appear together. If many “NACK” messages appear together, this 

signals that the timeout value is too low and the timeout value can be increased. When 

a new “DATA” message becomes available and no “NACK” messages are received in 

say half the timeout interval then the timeout value can be gradually decreased. The
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“DATA” messages are never sent out unsolicited, only when a “NACK” is received 

will a “DATA” message be sent. It would seem more obvious to multicast all “DATA” 

messages as soon as they are received. The main reason for always soliciting a “NACK” 

is that it enables a more frequent estimation of the size of the group.

3.5 Related Work

A simple transport protocol called Muse for multicasting USENET newsgroups was 

presented in [51]. Muse distributes each news article in a single UDP multicast packet 

and there are no retransmission mechanisms for loss recovery.

There have been a number of proposals for reliable multicast transport in the litera

ture [27,18,92,8,57]. Many use a centralized distribution tree for totally ordered mul

ticast delivery. A reliable multicast scheme based on distributed loss recovery called 

SRM  was discussed in [27]. The retransmission scheme used in MMD is similar to that 

in SRM where repair for lost packets are done locally.

3.6 Discussion

In the MMD design, we have assumed that the mailing lists are open to the public, 

thus no security mechanisms were incorporated. For closed mailing lists, conventional 

mailing list schemes can be used or the mail can be encrypted to maintain secrecy. At 

the present time with the prevalence of SPAM it would be necessary to use an authen

tication scheme to stop the unauthorised insertion of messages.

The MMD suite of programs was implemented in C++ under Solaris and SunOS. 

The implementation was tested for six months from December 1995 on a subset of the 

“rem-conf” mailing list.
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3.7 Conclusions

One potential failing with the scheme described is that of scaling, from the perspective 

of an individual mailing list with many subscribers. If a mailing list has a thousand 

subscribers distributed through the world, then in the best case, a small mail message 

could be be transmitted wide area with a single multicast packet transmission from the 

sender. At the local sites there will of course be TCP connections to perform the actual 

mail delivery. In conditions of loss there will of course be retransmissions. This would 

be true of TCP as well. There is also the issue of the low frequency status messages. 

These may generate more traffic than TCP connections on low volume mailing lists. 

For individual mailing lists the benefit of MMD can be seen. The real scaling problem 

arises in the case of large numbers of mailing lists. Although the protocol was designed 

such that information for multiple lists could be carried together; this would not scale to 

carrying all the world’s email list. One possible solution may be to use many multiple 

multicast addresses. This part of the problem space has not been addressed.

As with the slogin work presented in the previous chapter an ALP has been de

veloped and shown to work in a small scale test. The resources were not available 

for a truly global deployment and test. Nodes were run in London, Cambridge and 

Edinburgh.

We are able to show as in slogin that we can design our protocol to take advantage 

of our knowledge of the protocol. In the MMD case there is no timeliness requirement. 

Mailing lists are not required to provide real time delivery. A low frequency status 

message can keep receivers apprised of the current messages available.

Two very different applications have been chosen and ALPs have been built to 

demonstrate that there is benefit from using this approach. They are provided as a
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proof of concept, as a basis for the rest of the work presented in this thesis.

There is still however the issue of composing ALPs and deploying them. As has 

already been stated other members of the HIPPARCH project were looking into auto

matic protocol composition [23]. Some initial work was also done in providing building 

blocks for protocols composition [32], this avenue was not pursued.

In the rest of this thesis our emphasis will be on the deployment aspect of the 

problem. Entities called proxy lets are described which allow code to be deployed in 

the “network”. Such a scheme could be used to deploy a MMD into the network. 

An additional benefit of such an approach would be that application layer multicast 

could be used. Therefore no reliance on the current variation of the available multicast 

technology. These ideas will be explored in later chapters.

The next step in the path towards ALP deployment is presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

JavaRadio: an application level active

network

4.1 Introduction

The work presented in this chapter is joint work with Michael Fry [35].

In the previous chapters (2, 3), we looked at the benefits of Application Layer 

Protocols (ALPs). In this chapter we describe an experiment, which is the first compo

nent in building an application level active network. ALPs have benefits but they are 

harder to develop than applications built on, for example TCP. If ALP’s could be made 

portable, hence easier to deploy they would become more attractive. The extra effort 

in development could be counterbalanced with ubiquitous deployment. The ALPs and 

the protocol server idea was not the approach that was ultimately adopted. This chapter 

is left in this form to show the gradual evolution of ideas.

The World Wide Web (WWW) [10] is the world’s largest distributed database. 

Large amounts of data are available in various formats. However, we believe that the 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [25] over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
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[71] is not always the most appropriate mechanism for retrieving this data. An obvious 

example is audio files stored in the WWW. Typically, to access an audio sample one 

has to download the whole sample and then listen to it. A four minute audio sample at 

8K bytes per second would be 1920 Kbytes. If there is a slow or lossy path between 

the receiver and transmitter, the download could take a long time (e.g. from a WWW 

server at University College London to a client at the University of Technology, Sydney 

usually took about three and a half minutes in 1997).

Playing out the sample as it arrived would seem a more appropriate solution. How

ever, streaming audio over TCP can cause problems if there is any loss. Under condi

tions of loss a delay builds up as lost packets are retransmitted. A Real Time Protocol 

(RTP) [80] [79] stream would seem more appropriate as some packet loss can be tol

erated. A possible solution for listening to audio streams may be to modify the HTTP 

protocol to return content using RTP streams. This solution is limited as every WWW 

server would have to support many protocols.

Audio files are just one example of files available on the WWW where the stan

dard HTTP transactions over TCP are inappropriate. Another solution widely in use is 

RealAudio [64]. In this case a URL refers to a dedicated audio server which streams out 

audio using a protocol appropriate for audio. The audio is held on a separate server, so 

can only be accessed with dedicated tools. We propose a more generic solution where 

the actual content such as audio continues to reside on a WWW server.

4.2 Proposal for Mobile Protocol Stacks

We propose initially that proxy servers exist “close” to the WWW server from which 

content is required. A standard URL is sent to the proxy along with a either an Ap
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plication Layer Protocol (ALP) or a reference to an ALP. The proxy then extracts the 

content from the WWW server and returns it using the ALP. This allows the client to 

select how content is returned. The client in effect causes the pushing of the playout 

protocol to the proxy which is close to the WWW server. Ultimately it may make more 

sense to have the proxy co-resident with the WWW server.

The client may also pull an ALP in order to “view” the content if it doesn’t already 

contain an appropriate playout mechanism. Repositories of ALPs (protocol servers) 

could exist which contained both ends of an ALP stack. Possible protocol version 

mismatches would be solved by having both ends of the an ALP stack located together. 

An application would be at liberty to use any ALP available and signal to the proxy 

which playout ALP to use.

To achieve this we require an infrastructure that supports mobile protocol stacks. 

Although the protocol server is described here in the context of the WWW it may 

be used by other applications to upgrade a protocol stack. In the initial work that 

we describe the protocol server has not yet been implemented but a proxy with fixed 

protocols and a client have been built.

4.2.1 Application Choice

To test these ideas we wanted to build an application with various configurable protocol 

options. An initial application was required which could be implemented with a number 

of different protocol stacks. An audio application was chosen for several reasons: it 

could be implemented with separate protocol stacks, the various audio coding schemes 

add another dimension in variability, the real time aspect tests the Java implementation 

framework we have chosen (below), it is easy to demonstrate, and it is a contemporary 

application.
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We have now built a framework using the Java programming language to begin 

experiments with mobile protocol stacks. In order to support mobile protocol stacks it 

is desirable that the stack is portable and not platform specific. A simple way of meet

ing this criterion is to use Java. Java programs are compiled to byte codes which are 

interpreted by a virtual machine. Java programs will therefore run on all architectures 

for which an interpreter exists. However interpreted code will not execute as fast as 

native code. Just in Time (JIT) compilers are becoming available for many platforms. 

A simplistic view of a JIT compiler is that it converts the portable byte codes to native 

code to remove the performance penalty of interpreted code.

Although Java offers portability it is not at all clear if it is suitable for building 

protocol stacks. For example we show that header processing in Java is more compli

cated than in the C [46] programming language, which is the most common language 

currently in use for protocol building. Another unknown was whether Java delivers the 

performance required for the current generation of applications.

A standard for transmitting real time audio exists. We decided to use the Real

time Transport Protocol (RTP) as one of our configurable protocols. Another protocol 

which is supported is TCP. As well as a playout tool it was also necessary to write a 

transmitter which could take audio files and generate RTP or TCP audio streams. To 

enable protocol and codec selection a control tool was built to interact with the proxy. 

The control tool is used to select various aspects of the playout such as protocol stack 

and codec selection.

4.2.2 Significance

We are attempting to build a framework for the deployment of new protocols rather than 

just build a new playout tool. The work described currently uses fixed ALPs. We intend
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to move towards dynamically deployed ALPs. An example of a simple ALP that we 

have in mind is an ALP which compresses WWW pages. This would be downloaded 

to a remote proxy which would compress a page before transmission. The décom

presser could be pulled to the local client. This is a compressor/decompresser ALP to 

be used in saving transmission bandwidth. The benefit is that the playout protocol and 

transformation on the data is determined dynamically at runtime.

This work is also a contribution to research into Active Networks. We discuss this 

aspect below.

4.3 Experiment Description

The structure of our experimental framework and application is shown in Figure 4.1. 

Rather than modify a WWW server to support downloading of protocols, we have 

written a separate proxy server which is placed “close” to the target web server.

An audio tool: Yet Another Audio Tool (YAAT), waits for incoming audio streams 

and plays them out. The proxy server accepts requests for audio URLs. The audio 

sample referenced is downloaded to the proxy server and then played out to the audio 

tool. The proxy server accepts requests through a Java RMI interface. The requests are 

sent to the proxy server from the control interface using the RMI interface. Although 

a Protocol server is shown in the figure it has not yet been implemented. For our wide 

area experiments a proxy server was located at Martlesham Heath in the UK and the 

playout was performed to Sydney in Australia.

The proxy server accepts a series of parameters: a URL for the audio sample, a 

stream type RTP+UDP or TCP, a codec to use (PCM or ADPCM), an audio sample size 

(20ms, 40ms, 60ms and 80ms), a redundancy level (up to two levels) and a destination
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for the stream. These are described further below.

The interactions are as follows. A Universal Resource Locater (URL) is sent to 

the proxy server of an audio sample on the WWW server. While the audio sample is 

being pulled to the proxy server the playout is started with the parameters above. If 

network conditions change, such as high levels of loss, the playout can be modified. 

For example we can select a higher level of compression, such as changing from PCM 

to ADPCM compression, which gives a 50% saving in bandwidth. If there is high loss 

rate, redundancy can be added to each packet by carrying the previous audio sample in 

the current packet. Currently two levels of redundancy are supported. At present the 

various parameters can be modified by the user. However it would be relatively simple 

to add a Quality of Service manager which, as a function of feedback at the receiver, 

modified the audio stream to attempt to bring it back to acceptable quality.

The code has been written in Java, which is compiled to byte codes which are then 

interpreted inside a Java Virtual Machine. This means that we have no dependency 

on a particular machine architecture. A performance penalty may be paid for using 

interpreted code.

With the portable byte codes that Java compilers generate, protocol stacks could 

be written in Java and then exported on demand to their point of use. This is discussed 

below under future work plans. Working with Java has also allowed us to evaluate 

the problems of writing protocol code in Java, as well as discovering any potential 

performance problems when using Java for a real time application.

At present our infrastructure does not yet support code mobility. We do have RTP 

compliant Java code, two codecs: PCM and ADPCM, an audio playout tool and a proxy 

server. These are now described.
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Figure 4.1: Framework

4.4 Component Overview

4.4.1 YAAT - Yet Another Audio Tool

The audio tool YAAT is totally written in Java (Figure 4.2). Three methods of playing 

out streams are supported.

1. TCP download

In this mode a TCP connection is used to download the audio sample. The whole 

audio file is downloaded and then played. A delay is incurred while the file is 

downloaded. The user has to wait for the whole file to be downloaded but the 

audio quality is preserved.

2. TCP streaming

In this mode a TCP connection is used to download the audio sample. The audio 

playout is started after a buffer of playout data has been gathered. In this mode 

the user can start to listen to the audio sooner. Every time a packet is lost, at
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Figure 4.2: Yet Another Audio Tool

best a delay of one round trip time will be incurred at the receiver. So for every 

packet lost there is a build up of delay for the transmitted packets. If the playout 

buffer is not large enough, eventually the receiver will have no data. If a no data 

condition arises, then the audio will break up as there will be periods of silence. 

The larger the audio sample then the larger the playout buffer has to be, due to 

the potential for the build up of delay.

3. RTP streaming

In this mode RTF is used over UDF. Various options are available to the user via 

the control interface for the playout. Options can be varied during playout.

The options available are:

• Codec

Currently two codecs are available. The FCM codec actually does nothing, 

as the audio samples in the file at the server are assumed to be FCM. The 

audio device is also assumed to accept FCM. The other codec is an ADFCM 

codec which gives a compressed sample half the size of the original data
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sample. We were unable to perceive a change in the quality [21] of the 

audio when switching from PCM to ADPCM.

• Sample Size

The length of each audio sample can be varied from 20ms to 80ms in 20ms 

increments. Obviously changing the sample size changes the packet size.

•  Redundancy

A redundant packet format is supported. The current payload may carry a 

packet from the previous sample.

• Response to loss

In the event of packet loss no audio sample is available to place in the audio 

playout buffer. In this case rather than insert a 20ms silence sample, the 

previous audio sample is repeated [37]. This repetition greatly enhances 

the quality of the audio.

4.4.2 Proxy Server

The proxy server supports a RMI interface for accepting requests. It also supports 

HTTP to retrieve audio files. The proxy server transmits and possibly converts the 

retrieved file either over a TCP connection or over a UDP+RTP stream. The proxy sup

ports audio encoding in PCM and ADPCM. The sample size of the transmitted packets 

can be varied from 20ms to 80ms in 20ms increments. The proxy can also add redun

dancy. The redundancy works by adding an audio sample from the previous packet to 

the current packet. A packet contains the n sample and the n-1 sample, perhaps using 

a different codec. The scheme is not limited to just one level of redundancy. In fact 

the server supports placing two levels of redundancy in each packet. So a packet can
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Figure 4.3: Control Interface

contain the n, the n-1 and the n-2 sample.

4.4.3 Control Interface

The control interface (Figure 4.3) is used to control the playout of the audio stream. 

The various parameters such as the codec the sample size and the levels of redundancy 

can be modified while the stream is being played.

4.4.4 Protocol Server

The protocol server is currently not implemented, but ultimately the codecs and the RTF 

components of the protocol stack will reside on it. The intention is that both server and 

client components of a protocol are developed and placed on the protocol server. This 

gives the ability at run time for both ends of a communication to adopt a new stack. 

The new stack may be adopted for a variety of reasons: performance enhancements, 

bug fixes, new stacks, etc. The idea is that the protocol server will allow the rapid 

deployment of new protocols. Protocol engines often have to support old versions of 

a protocol for backward compatibility. In a world with protocol servers if a protocol 

mismatch occurs then one or both sides of a communication can adopt a new stack.

http://mill/~atanu/auclio/Coney_
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4.5 Implementation Issues

4.5.1 Portability

All the code was written in Java in order to have portable code which could run on any 

platform. One exception had to be made however. Java is a fairly new language and all 

the APIs are not currently implemented or deployed. No portable way exists of access

ing an audio device from Java. So unfortunately YAAT will run on UNIX workstations 

where it makes the (possibly very poor) assumption that the file “/dev/audio” will give 

access to the audio device. With time a portable way of accessing the audio device 

should become available.

4.5.2 Stability

In the few months that the work has been underway Java has undergone a series of 

changes. In most cases the old APIs have been preserved so, though no necessity ex

isted for changing code, if new functionality was to be used changes to the code were 

necessary. A very irritating feature of Java is that is does not support conditional compi

lation. The thinking behind this decision is that Java has no architectural dependencies 

so there is no need for conditional compilation. As the APIs evolve it is however often 

useful to be able to build code to the old API. An example of the problem is that in 

one of the JDK releases support for IP multicast was introduced into the networking 

API. This support was integrated into YAAT (This enabled YAAT to be used to listen to 

MBONE sessions). Unfortunately in this release of the JDK the graphics performance 

was seriously broken. It was necessary to support two versions of the code in order 

to perform benchmarks. Conditional compilation would be extremely useful in these 

situations.
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4.5.3 Threads

Many features of the Java language make it easier to use than more conventional lan

guages. One of the best features of the language is that thread support is built into the 

language. A common problem in using a useful feature like threads in other languages 

is the worry that, if the code is to be truly portable, a threads package may not be avail

able on another platform. With threads as part of the language they can be used with 

the knowledge that they will always be available.

Thus with threads and the object oriented nature of Java, it is very simple to parti

tion tasks into separate threads. For example in YAAT separate threads are responsible 

for the audio device, networking and the windowing interface. The threads can sup

port different priorities, so the audio thread has the highest priority of all the threads in 

YAAT. The very nature of networking applications means that network input events are 

asynchronous. A real benefit of threads is that a separate thread can be allocated to the 

various network input events.

Our RTF implementation has data packets on one stream and RTCP session pack

ets on another stream. All the session packet construction and reception would be 

common across all applications. Threads allow the building of a reusable RTF library 

which uses a number of threads to support the session and data messages.

4.5.4 Header Processing

An application which is doing its own Application Layer Framing (ALF) needs to pro

cess and create header fields in packets. In YAAT incoming RTF and RTCF needs to 

be processed. In the proxy server, RTF and RTCF packets have to be created from the 

audio stream for transmission.
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struct rtphdr { 
#if

#endif
#if

#endif

};

defined(spare) 11 defined(hpux)
unsigned char rtp_v: 2 ; /* Version */
unsigned char rtp_p; 1; /* Padding */
unsigned char r t p x : 1 ; /* Extension */
unsigned char rtp_cc: 4 ; /* CSRC count */

unsigned char rtp_m:1; /* marker */
unsigned char rtp_pt: 7 ; /* payload */

defined(vax) || defined(ALPHA)
unsigned char r t p c c : 4 ; /* CSRC count */
unsigned char rtp_x:1; /* Extension */
unsigned char rtp_p:l; /* Padding */
unsigned char rtp v : 2 ; /* Version */

unsigned char rtp_pt; 7 ; /* payload */
unsigned char rtp_m;1; /* marker */

unsigned short rtpseq; /* sequence number */
unsigned int rtptime; /* time stamp */
unsigned int rtpssrc; /* Synchronization source identifier */

Figure 4.4: RTF header

struct rtphdr *rtp; 
char buf[ENOUGH]; 
read(net, buf, ENOUGH); 
rtp = (struct rtphdr *)buf; 
seq = rtp_v2->rtp_seq;

Figure 4.5: Header Processing in C

No simple way exists in Java of extracting fields from a header or for putting fields 

in. In the C programming language, the most commonly used language for this style of 

processing, a structure is declared with the fields in the header. An example for a RTP 

header file is shown in Figure 4.4. In C this structure would be cast over the incoming 

bytes and the fields would then be accessible. A simple example is given in Figure 4.5.

In Java no such idiom exists and it is necessary to extract each field individually. A 

simple example is given in Figure 4.6. Two problems exist with Java header processing.

1. Each field has to be individually extracted. In the C case as shown, a simple 

structure is declared as an overlay on the header fields. If a new field is added or 

removed it is a simple addition or removal from the structure. In the Java case a
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byte b [];
seq = Conv.byte2_to_int(b, 2);

public static int byte2_to_int(byte b[], int offset) { 
int i;
int val = 0; 
int bits = 16; 
int tval;

for(i =0; i < 2; i++) { 
bits -= 8;
tval = b[offset + i];
tval = tval < 0 ? 256 + tval : tval;
val 1= tval «  bits;
}

return val;

Figure 4.6: Header Processing in Java

lot more care has to be taken in order extract the correct fields.

2. All integral quantities in Java are signed. The sequence number is a 16 bit (i.e. 

two byte) field. So two bytes have to be extracted from the packet to form the 

sequence number. As all integral quantities are signed all byte values greater than 

127 will be sign extended and be negative. So the extraction code for each byte 

has to check if the value is negative and then convert it back to a positive value. 

This is extremely inefficient. Every multibyte field must have all bytes checked 

to guard against sign extension.

One interesting distinction between C and Java in the context of the header pro

cessing is that, as Java defines the size of all its base quantities, the Java code once 

written will always work. The same can not be said of the C code, where the size of 

integer quantities are not defined (Compiler Dependent). Also, as can be seen from 

figure 4.5, the ordering of the fields in a structure is not defined.
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4.6 Experimental Outcomes

The most important question which we wished to answer was: could Java be used for 

building ALPs? This question can be broken into two subsidiary questions.

1. Is the Java Virtual Machine (VM) fast enough to allow the running of real time 

code, such as the audio tool and the playout code in the proxy?

2. Does the Java language and API provide reasonable hooks for writing protocol 

code?

An initial experiment was performed locally at the University of Technology, Syd

ney (UTS). The WWW server and the proxy were on the same machine and the control 

interface and YAAT were run on a machine on the same subnet. Both machines in

volved in the experiment were Sun Ultra Us, running Solaris 2.5.1. A three minute 

song was used as the test sample.

The main computational concern was that an audio sample could be coded or 

decoded in less time than the sample represented. The smallest time sample supported 

is a 20ms sample. For PCM audio samples the codec does nothing as the file contains 

PCM samples and the Sun audio device accepts PCM. In the ADPCM case the codecs 

convert from PCM to ADPCM or ADPCM to PCM. To decode a 20ms ADPCM audio 

sample on a Sun Ultra 1 takes, between l-2ms. This is well inside the 20ms required. 

The worst case is the proxy where 20ms ADPCM audio samples are created with two 

levels of audio samples. This process takes 4-5ms. The time taken by the proxy for two 

levels of redundancy for 20ms samples and the transmission of the packets including 

the packetisation is ~5ms. So using the ADPCM codec with two levels of redundancy 

and a sample size of 20ms a packet needs to be transmitted every 20ms. It actually
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takes ~5ms, which leaves ~15ms available. So for a simple codec like ADPCM there

is plenty of time.

4.6.1 Local Area Experiment

In order to simulate the effects of network loss, jitter and reordering, the RTF and 

RTCP packets were passed though a flakeway (Appendix B) which induces loss and 

jitter. One of the flakeway configurations tried was to drop 2/3 of the packets passed 

through it. For every three packets arriving at the flakeway only one was allowed to 

pass (the other two were dropped). This was a pathological case which enabled the 

testing of the redundancy code. With two levels of redundancy enabled the dropped 

packets appeared in the redundant part of the payload of the surviving packet. The 

whole stream could therefore be reconstructed. With this high level of loss which was 

distributed favorably for the application the received sound quality was acceptable.

4.6.2 Wide Area Experiment

A wide area experiment was also attempted with the WWW server and proxy server lo

cated at the BT Research Laboratories in Martlesham (UK), and YAAT and the control 

tool at UTS in Sydney (Australia). Two experiments were attempted: one using ISDN 

between the two sites and another using the Internet. The intent was to demonstrate the 

difference between using a lossy path via the Internet and a non lossy path across ISDN. 

The two sites are about 10555 Miles apart. It was expected that the Internet path would 

be lossy and that the ISDN path would show no loss. The Internet path had 21 hops 

(determined using traceroute [47]). The Internet path exhibited very little loss: of the 

order of 1 or 2 percent. By adding redundancy its was possible to remove even this loss 

at the receiver. The user during playout can select redundancy to overcome the effects
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of loss. However the impact of this feedback loop is perhaps bizarre. What we are ef

fectively doing is injecting more data into the network in order to overcome the effects 

of packet loss, which has quite likely been caused by network congestion. Intuitively 

this is counter to the congestion control policies and mechanisms of the Internet.

The standard PCM audio stream is 64Kbits and the ADPCM stream is 32Kbits. 

If a 32Kbits ADPCM stream is being sent and loss is detected, we add one level of 

redundancy creating a 64Kbits ADPCM stream. In this example the packet size is 

doubled, but the packet rate is not affected. The sample sizes can be varied to change 

the packet rate. In the ISDN experiment a single 64Kbits channel was used. Due to 

the overhead of the the IP+UDP+RTP headers, the date rate of a 64Kbits PCM stream 

exceeds the 64Kbits threshold of the single channel ISDN connection. It was expected 

that a little loss would be detected in this case. Rather stunningly, between 80-90 

percent loss was detected and the audio was not intelligible. Even more strangely, 

sending a 32Kbits ADPCM stream with 32Kbits ADPCM redundancy exhibited only 

1-2 percent loss. We have explored the reasons for this apparently peculiar behaviour.

A packet containing one level of redundancy, for example two ADPCM streams, 

is slightly larger than a single PCM packet using the same sample size due to the few 

extra bytes in the header required to support redundancy. An ADPCM stream with one 

level of redundancy therefore generates a higher data rate than a PCM stream with no 

redundancy. Both streams are of the the order of 64Kbits, but the PCM stream was 

showing a loss of 80-90 percent and the ADPCM+ADPCM stream was exhibiting only 

1 or 2 percent loss.

The explanation lies in the fact that both sites are using Ascend ISDN routers. 

Both the routers had STACKER LZS compression enabled at the link level during our
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experiments. When the compression was disabled the high loss rate dropped to a few 

percent. It can only be assumed that the compression was increasing the size of the 

packets or the computation was causing the loss. It seems ironic that a telephone line 

which is designed to take PCM audio should so severely disrupt PCM audio when it is 

sent as data, between Ascend routers..

4.6.3 Multicast Reception

Another experiment attempted was to listen to the 37th IETF in San Jose December 

9-13 1996, using YAAT. An interesting feature of using YAAT compared to VAT [43] 

and RAT [38] (the other commonly used audio tools) is that YAAT is designed only for 

playout, and not for conferencing. Thus it has a larger playout buffer than the other two 

tools, and is better able to cope with network jitter. The perceived quality of the audio 

when using YAAT seemed better than using VAT or RAT. The larger playout buffer 

and, in face of loss, playing the last packet rather than silence, seemed to be the reason 

for this improved quality. Although RAT also repeats the previous packet in face of 

loss the larger playout buffer seemed to improve the quality of the audio.

4.7 Related Work

Sun Microsystems have a web server, Jeeves, which allows Java code to be pushed into 

the server (servlets). The Java servlets run in a restricted environment, due to the secu

rity concerns of downloading arbitrary code into a server. Using a Jeeves web server as 

a replacement for the proxy server is not currently feasible for security reasons.

Our work is significantly different to that embedded in existing WWW-based 

streaming tools. For example. Progressive Networks have a tool called RealAudio 

which supports streaming audio. Special purpose Audio servers are used for the play-
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out of the audio. Code cannot be pushed and pulled, and support for adaptation is 

limited.

“Towards an Active Network Architecture” [83], describes a scenario where per

haps Java or Safe-TCL code is pushed into nodes in the network. This work seems more 

geared to a lower level in the network infrastructure, and may face serious management 

problems such as deployment. What we are proposing with our protocol server is an ap

plication level, end-to-end solution, which we believe is both efficient and realistically 

deployable.

Our work is an experimental contribution to research into active networks within 

a Java framework. Our focus has been on efficiency and deployability, which begins to 

test the limits of what active functional elements can be reasonably deployed using an 

infrastructure that is available today.

Our work has some similarities with transcoder work where, at tails of the network, 

a high bandwidth stream needs to be transformed to a lower bandwidth stream. The 

protocol server could be used to push protocol transcoders to the intersections of the 

high/low bandwidth networks.

4.8 Discussions and Conclusions

Another application has been chosen, that of audio streaming and again as in the slogin 

and MMD cases there seems to be utility from using an ALP approach.

We have shown that using the Java programming language it is possible to build 

a real time audio playout application. On high end workstations interpreted byte codes 

are fast enough to support such a real time application. Just in Time compilers will be 

available for most platforms, so performance worries should disappear.
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The object oriented nature of Java enables encapsulation and hence simple reuse 

of various components of the protocol stack such as the RTP code and the various 

codecs. Java based ALPs are possible and have been shown to work. However the Java 

programming language makes packet header processing quite complicated and error 

prone.

We have built a set of codecs and tools to enable the playing out of real time 

streams. The next stage of the project was to design an API for mobile protocol stacks, 

and then build a protocol server to validate our ideas. A simple ALP which we intended 

to build is a simple compressor and decompressor, to demonstrate that the ALP API 

which is developed is flexible enough to support a totally different style of interaction.

We intended to build a protocol server on which a whole protocol stack will reside, 

along with codecs. So, ultimately, not only will the protocol stack be pushed to the 

proxy server but the audio tool will also pull its component of the stack. We envisage 

a model where whole stacks will be available on protocol servers. A tool such as a 

WWW browser can perhaps pull a décompresser, and push a compressor to the WWW 

server. The protocol server is independent of either the server or client application - 

it is just a repository of possible protocol stacks to use. The protocol server is not 

limited to being used by just WWW applications. For example, new components of 

the telnet protocol stack could be pulled to the client and pushed to the server, such as 

encryption/decryption functions.

The protocol server idea solves a large set of problems. Protocol stack compatibil

ity issues disappear if the whole stack is available in one place. The client and server 

components will interoperate. New stacks can be deployed rapidly. In an ideal situa

tion only one implementation of a stack may be necessary. For example, if a new audio
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codec is developed then all audio tools could dynamically incorporate this codec - the 

ultimate in software reuse.

At this point it looked as if all that was required was to define an API for ALPs and 

to build protocol servers. Defining an API that captured the semantics of all possible 

ALP stacks turned out not to be easy. An example of one of the problems is given in 

the final chapter (7). It also transpired that a special purpose protocol server was not 

required. A web server is a perfectly good repository for dynamic code as shown in the 

next chapter (5).

The solution finally adopted for dynamically deploying ALPs is described in the 

next chapter (5).
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Chapter 5

Application Level Active Networking

5.1 Introduction

The work presented in this chapter is joint work with Michael Fry and Glen MacLarty 

[36].

In this chapter we link together the ideas presented in the slogin, MMD and 

JavaRadio chapters (2, 3 and 4). Thus far we have concluded that benefit can be de

rived from using ALPs. In the JavaRadio chapter another ALP was developed. It was 

built using Java so that in the next step the ALP could be downloaded and used by ap

plications. Defining a generic API between an application and a stack is complicated. 

The complexity is due to trying to capture all the possible application requirements. 

An ALP may possibly include audio codecs. Therefore all applications in a transaction 

need to download the ALP in order to communicate. Standard APIs to network stacks 

provide a small set of calls (e.g. open, accept, close, send, receive). Consider an audio 

ALP, the send request will take data in one audio format transcode it to another for

mat, frame it in RTP perhaps and then transmit it. The API to an ALP would therefore 

seem to be analagous to a standard network API. The intent was to define such an API.
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One problem that arose was that of RTP redundancy [69]. In this scheme more than 

one payload is carried in a packet. A packet contains the current audio sample and a 

previous audio sample. Typically the previous audio sample is encoded with a codec 

that provides higher compression than that used with the primary sample. We have 

considered an API that when passed data encodes it with a codec and then transmits it. 

The question arises how will this simple API support re-encoding the previous sample 

that it was given? A simple solution may be to pass in two buffers to be encoded as 

the primary and the secondary samples. The problem becomes more complex when 

one considers that arbitary levels of redundancy are allowed by the specification. This 

is one example of a problem that was encountered. If functionality is added to the 

ALP the application may require upgrading. All we would have achieved is moving 

the problem around.

Therefore instead of separating the application and the ALP they are merged into 

a single entity a proxylet which is loaded into the network. This structure is termed 

Application Level Active Networking (ALAN). This chapter describes the concepts 

involved and and a particular implementation funnelWeb.

As the Internet has evolved the time to develop and deploy new protocols and 

services has been increasing. This increase in deployment time is due to a number of 

factors. As the Internet has become more commercially important, there is a natural 

tendency to technical stability that discourages experimentation. Standardisation pro

cesses are becoming more lengthy, involving more people. With the increasing number 

of routers and end systems the deployment time for new protocols is also increasing.

A proposed solution to this deployment blockage is Active Networks [83]. This 

solution proposes that network packets carry active code which can be executed in
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routers. This allows for either new protocol deployment or for single active components 

to be deployed for one-off use. We believe that, while this solution is elegant, issues 

of performance, security and ownership will prevent a packet based approach from 

gaining acceptance.

There are clearly performance implications for executing 3rd party code dynami

cally on routers. The potential impact on the router fast path is likely to be unaccept

able. Nonetheless some of these issues are being investigated using FPGAs, but this is 

not yet applicable to the current network infrastructure.

There are many security issues at various levels. At what level should dynamic 

code be trusted? Whose code can be run in a foreign router? It is unlikely that an ISP 

will allow a competing ISP to run code on its routers. The potential for network attacks 

increases severely if active code can be loaded into routers. In essence: a router is such 

a critical network component that it is unlikely that those in control of such entities will 

allow even the simplest pieces of code to be dynamically loaded onto them by a third 

party. Although the owner of a router may dynamically load code into a router.

The approach we have developed is to deploy active elements as application level 

entities. Thus we have previously proposed and validated an Application Level Active 

Networking (ALAN) framework [31]. There are two key components of this approach. 

Active entities are called proxy lets. Proxy lets are written in Java and are identified by 

reference. A proxylets can be downloaded and executed on a special proxy machine 

called an Execution Environment for Proxylets (EEP).

EEPs exist at strategic points of the network in an analogous manner to Web 

caches. They allow dynamic deployment of value-added services. We envisage that 

EEPs will be run on end systems as well as inside ISP networks. Many ISPs now al
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low client Web servers to be placed inside their networks in order to benefit from high 

bandwidth connectivity. We are starting to see systems placed into ISP sites for content 

distribution [6] and to aid reliable multicast [44]. We believe that placing EEPs in ISP 

sites provides a more flexible solution.

The purpose of this chapter is to describe and justify the current state of the ALAN 

infrastructure. This is associated with a software release. The chapter is organised as 

follows. We firstly provide an overview of the basic ALAN approach using a Web- 

based example. We then describe in detail the major components, which are the EEP, 

the proxylet, including permanent system proxylets that are used for discovery and rout

ing. We discuss implementation issues and lessons learned from deployment. We pro

vide some performance measures to justify our belief in ALAN.

5.2 ALAN Overview

5.2.1 Basic ALAN

We have previously described an ALAN system[31j. This system is designed to enable 

the enhancement of communication between regular Internet clients and servers, such 

as WWW browsers and servers. It also provides a platform for the dynamic deployment 

of active code elements. This system has been implemented and tested.

Communication is enhanced by one or more Execution Environment for Proxylets 

(EEP) that are located at optimal points of the end-to-end path between the server and 

the client. (In our first reported version the EEPs were called Dynamic Proxy Servers 

(DPSs). We have now changed the name of these entities to one that we believe is 

more descriptive). It is possible to download protocol entities, called proxylets, onto 

the EEP infrastructure. These proxylets then act as filters or enhanced protocol func-
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Figure 5.1: Text Compression

tionalities that improve the level of service between servers and clients. Proxylets are 

implemented in Java. They are stored as single Java Archive (JAR) files on WWW 

servers and hence are referenced and accessible via a URL.

An example scenario is as follows. A large text file resides on a WWW server 

in the UK. A user in Australia wishes to download this text file. The end-to-end path 

between client and server typically includes some congested and/or low bandwidth 

network clouds. This results in high latency page downloads. However, if we are 

able to compress the text page near the source, transmit the compressed text to the 

client, where it is decompressed and rendered, this will result in improved download 

latency. Furthermore, it will also reduce bandwidth costs at the receiver as determined 

by inbound volume.

One approach to this would be to implement the optimisation at the server and the 

client. However this is not a generic or scalable solution. Rather, we produce the same 

outcome in a manner that is transparent to both servers and clients.
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The key to this transparency is the use of a Webcache proxylet. Figure 5.1 shows 

the interactions involved. An EEP is run at the site from where the user is brows

ing. A Webcache proxylet is started on the local EEP and the proxy variable in the 

users browser is set to the Webcache proxylet EEP machine. (This is the only non

transparent aspect of the optimisation, however it would seem a reasonable step to take 

when installing and configuring a browser). The Webcache proxylet does not actually 

perform any caching, but this scheme allows the Webcache proxylet to be in the path of 

HTTP requests.

In the following description the numbers in parentheses are references to the in

teractions in Figure 5.1. A HTTP request involves a request for a page on a WWW 

server (1-3). Preceding the requested page in the returned stream is a MIME content 

type defining the content of the stream (4-5). This allows the browser to correctly ren

der the incoming stream. The content type “text/html”, normally causes the browser to 

download and render the text.

The Webcache proxylet is in the position to observe the content types of all re

sponses being transferred (5). This is done by the Webcache performing a HTTP 

HEAD request to the server to retrieve the header information such as Content-type 

and Content-Length. The Webcache proxylet has a table of mime content types on 

which it is able to perform special operations. If a mime content type has no table 

entry, then the Webcache proxylet simply relays the response to the browser. These are 

content types to which the system can add no value.

In our example, if the Webcache proxylet observes that the content type returned 

is “text/html”, it knows to perform special processing. The Webcache proxylet firstly 

attempts to identify an EEP which is close to the source of the text, i.e. the WWW
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server on which the text page resides. In the initial version of ALAN there was prior 

knowledge of the location of appropriate EEPs. However in the current version this 

location process is automated.

Once an appropriate EEP is identified a text compressor proxylet is started by the 

Webcache proxylet on the remote EEP. At the same time a décompresser proxylet is 

started on the local EEP (6). In both cases a URL reference to the appropriate JAR file 

is given to the EEP so that it can download and start the proxylet.

The compression proxylet is also told the URL of the text file and the location of 

the décompresser proxylet. Thus the compressor makes a standard HTTP request for 

the text file (7), then compresses the incoming text (8) which is sent to the décompresser 

proxylet (9). The décompresser then simply decompresses the text and sends it to the 

web browser (10).

Further implementation details and performance measurements are provided in 

[31]. This includes further examples, including transcoding of Web-based audio 

streams, and some non Web-based proxylets. The system as described however has 

some deficiencies.

5.2.2 ALAN Enhancements

In subsequent sections we describe the current status of the two key components: the 

proxylet, the EEP. However we have also further enhanced the infrastructure to address 

two key shortcomings evident in the system described above.

Firstly, Figure 5.1 shows a proxylet providing compression of content. One of the 

key requirements for this service to be beneficial is for the content to be compressed 

from a point as close as possible to the source. This implies that we need to locate a 

cooperating Webcache which is close to the source web server. In our first version the
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EEP host to contact is defined within a configuration file. This method is not scalable, 

and does not encompass the dynamic changes which occur in the network hierarchy. 

Our current version implements an initial solution to this problem, but ongoing research 

is investigating a more generic solution.

Essentially, this is an issue of EEP location and information routing. A related 

issue that is relevant to the scenario described is that it is not always desirable to com

press text. The page may be too small to justify compression, and or there will be 

no significant latency savings due to network conditions. This can be viewed as an 

application level routing problem, and also one of policy based retrieval.

A further shortcoming with our initial approach is that content that is compressed 

from a remote proxylet will bypass the upstream cache. This results in the object not 

being stored in the cache, even if the content is identical to the original source object. 

This is a major shortcoming, as future requests cannot be served from a cache, but will 

create an additional request to the original server.

Furthermore we may wish to give users some level of control over how content is 

delivered. For example, an organisation with a high-speed LAN and remote user access 

via a modem bank, may install a webcache. This would allow remote modem users to 

require that all data is compressed before transfer across the modem link, decreasing 

object size and download latency. Users connected directly to the LAN however, may 

prefer no content processing as this may slow down delivery time across the high-speed 

link.

We discuss our enhancements to meet the issues articulated above following our 

detailed description of proxylets and EEPs.
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5.3 Proxylets

A proxylet is code which is downloaded and run on an EEP. The name was chosen with 

regards to applets which run in web browsers, and servlets which run on web servers. 

The proxylet is an entity which runs in the network.

5.3.1 Design

The proxylet is designed to be an entity which is loaded onto an EEP and then run. A 

proxylet is loaded onto an EEP by reference. Using a reference means that the entity 

which is loading the proxylet onto an EEP does not have to have a copy of the proxylet. 

Loading by reference means that only one copy of a proxylet needs to exist. This 

addresses some of the problems that occur with version mismatches, since there is only 

one copy of a proxylet and it is the definitive copy.

It was also decided that there would be no owner of a proxylet. There is no perma

nent handle to a proxylet. Once a proxylet is loaded and run, anybody with the correct 

interface can connect to the proxylet, stop it or send new parameters. The benefit is that 

a control channel does not have to be held open to a running proxylet. Using a control 

channel would have had other ramifications in terms of the controlling node failing, 

or the case where control needs to be handed over. A proxylet can have a permanent 

connection to a controlling entity if required.

A proxylet is a fire and forget entity. There will be many cases where a proxylet 

is started by another proxylet or program. It is thus not clear where the control should 

reside. If required an entity that started a proxylet may retain an association. However 

a feature of having no controlling entity is that if an error occurs, there is no obvious 

place to send the error message.
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A  mechanism is required to stop a proxylet. Also a mechanism is required to send 

a message to a proxylet while it is running.

A proxylet does not have access to the network interface at a low level in terms 

of packet filters. Some active network schemes allow entities to manipulate extant 

flows. We provide no such special hooks to proxylets. In terms of deployment special 

permissions would be required to allow the EEP to manipulate flows. There would also 

be no portable way to provide such features. It was also felt that most applications 

that made use of proxylets will be aware that they are using proxylets. So there is no 

requirement to hijack or manipulate flows.

A proxylet is not able to use or affect local resources on the host on which it is 

running. The only exception to this rule is the ability to create network connections. 

A proxylet is not able to create files or look at the contents of files. It is not able to 

spawn processes on the host on which it is running. This secure feature of a proxylet 

should mean that sites can run EEPs without being concerned about possible security 

violations (apart from possible denial of service attacks caused by generating large 

amounts of network traffic).

5.3.2 Implementation

Proxylets are written in Java and have to adhere to a proxylet interface. This is shown 

in figure 5.2. This is similar to the interfaces that applets or servlets have to adhere to.

It would have been possible to provide special mechanisms for proxylets to create 

network connections. Instead it was decided to allow a proxylet to just use the APIs 

available to standard Java programs. We didn’t want to limit the scope of possible prox

ylets by reducing the set of network options available to them. Using the standard Java 

networking APIs makes it relatively simple to create proxylets from existing network
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public interface ProxyletInterface {
/ * *

** This is the first method to be called in the proxylet.
** It is expected that this method will just store its arguments 
** and return.

** 0param args The initial arguments. Note that args[0] is the 
** class name.

* * /

abstract void init(String args[]) throws Exception;

/ * *

** This method is called after the init method is called. Once this 
** method returns the proxylet is terminated.

**/
abstract void run() throws Exception;

/ * *

** This method may be called while the proxylet is running to provide 
** new arguments.
** gparam con New parameters to the proxylet.
* * /

abstract void control(String con) throws Exception;

/**
** This method is called to notify the proxylet to stop. If the 
** proxylet does not stop it will be killed in a number of seconds.

* * /

abstract void stop() throws Exception;

Figure 5.2: Interface implemented by a proxylet
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code.

We also considered providing special channels for simple inter-proxylet commu

nications, as it was clear that proxylets would be required to communicate with each 

other. It turned out that it was simpler to just allow proxylets to use whatever mecha

nism was convenient. The most convenient method used by proxylets has been RMI. A 

nice side effect of proxylets using RMI for inter-proxylet communication is that stan

dard programs can make use of services provided by proxylets. A service may be made 

up of a number of proxylets, such as the Webcache proxy let (Section 5.2.1). A prox- 

ylet may for example need to communicate with another proxylet in order to discover a 

service.

A standard way of bundling together a set of Java classes is to use a Java archive 

JAR file. Physically a proxylet is just a JAR file. Initially we had considered writing 

special servers on which proxylets would reside. It was however decided to just refer 

to proxylets via Universal Resource Locators URLs. It therefore followed that prox

ylets could reside on WWW servers. This removed the requirement for having special 

servers.

5.3.3 Lessons learned from deployment

A number of issues have arisen during deployment. One of the issues is to do with 

security. As stated above a proxylet once running can potentially be controlled by 

anybody with the correct interface. This unfortunately meant that anybody could also 

kill a running proxylet. In fact it was observed that the graphical interface to running 

proxylets made it rather too easy to kill proxylets.

As a temporary security measure a scheme was designed that only allowed prox

ylets to be manipulated from a nominated host. A mechanism already existed to allow
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what java calls “properties” to be passed through to proxylets. A  file called “META

DATA” containing properties can be placed in the jar archive that is a proxylet. The 

properties in the METADATA file can then be made available to a proxylet. This 

scheme can be used to pass in configuration information to a proxylet. Some new prop

erties were created which, if present, state from which host connections to a proxylet 

are allowed.

Some of the proxylets that have been written need to contact other proxylets run

ning on the same EEP. Currently a property “java.rmi.server.hostname” is used to de

termine the name of the host. This information is required so often that the proxylet 

stub should return this information.

5.3.4 Future directions

A proxylet is currently housed in a simple jar file. One of our partners in the ALPINE 

project, Lancaster University, has implemented proxylets as XML files. Using an XML 

file allows for conditional statements to be placed in the file to determine what class 

files should be loaded. This has been used mainly to support the notion of architecture 

specific code. The architecture of the machine is determined and, if available, native 

code can be loaded. However as soon as it is possible to load native code, the notion of 

safe code is jeopardised.

The current way of parameterising a proxylet is to either pass it an argument or 

to set a property in the METADATA file. To see what is in a METADATA file it is 

necessary to extract the file from the jar file that contains it. However if a proxylet is 

an XML file, then it would be simple to see what the properties are and to create new 

proxylets with different properties. It would also be possible to place conditional code 

in the XML file, such as alternative locations of the jar file that contains the class code.
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More complex security settings could also be placed in the XML file.

5.4 Execution Environment for Proxylets 

EEPs

5.4.1 Design

An EEP is the entity on which a proxylet is run. It has two interfaces. The control 

interface is used to load, run, modify and stop proxylets. The monitor interface is used 

to monitor an EEP.

The distinction between the two interfaces is intended to denote the difference in 

use. The control interface is used by a client to manipulate a particular proxylet. The 

control interface consists of a number of methods:

• Load

This method is used to load a proxylet onto an EEP. A URL is passed to this 

method.

• Run

Once a proxylet is loaded it is started with the arguments to this method.

• Modify

Once a proxylet is running it can be passed new arguments by this method. The 

arguments are passed into the proxylet via the control method that it must provide.

•  Stop

This is a method to stop a proxylet. Calling the stop method, causes the stop 

method in the proxylet to be called. A proxylet is therefore provided with an
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opportunity to cleanly terminate. If a proxylet ignores the stop method it will be 

killed anyway after a number of seconds.

The control methods are mapped onto the methods that a proxylet must provide, 

as can be seen in Figure 5.2.

The monitor interface is intended to be used by the owner of an EEP to monitor 

activity on an EEP. It is rather like a process monitor, such as the “ps” or “top” com

mands found on UNIX systems. The “top” command typically polls the system at one 

second intervals and then displays a list of process. Rather than use a polling scheme, 

which is wasteful of network bandwidth, a call back scheme is used. A registration is 

made with an EEP, and when there is a change of state the EEP sends a message to all 

registered parties.

The methods of the monitor interface are as follows.

• register

This is how a monitoring entity registers interest in an EEP. A handle is passed 

to the EEP to denote where the callback should go. If the EEP is retrieving a 

proxylet through a cache, then the host and port of the cache are also returned.

• unregister

This is used to detach a monitoring entity.

• version

This returns the version number of the EEP.

• proxylet
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This returns all that is known about this proxylet, such as where it was loaded 

from and with what arguments it was started.

5.4.2 Implementation Issues

The EEP is written in Java, as are the proxylets. The current implementation uses a 

separate Java VM for each proxylet. This is wasteful in terms of resources, but does 

make it relatively easy to manage proxylets. A Proxylet can easily be killed by killing 

the VM in which it is running. Using a separate VM also means that proxylets cannot 

interfere with each other.

A proxylet is actually run by downloading the jar file to a local file system and then 

using the standard Java classloader to run the proxylet. Using the normal classloader 

allows the standard Java security permissions file to be used to restrict the permissions 

of proxylets.

The proxylet location is actually added to the “java.rmi.server.codebase” property. 

This has to be done to allow proxylets to register services with the “rmiregistry”. The 

“rmiregistry” has to be able to access the code that is registered with it. A typical way 

of using RMI is that a piece of code is started with the “codebase” property pointing 

at the location of the code. When a call is made to the “rmiregistry” to make a class 

available across the network, “codebase” is used to locate the code. An unfortunate 

limitation of this scheme is that only one code location can be set.

As has already been mentioned, there is no obvious place where errors caused by 

proxylets should be sent. No special mechanism is provided to proxylets to register 

errors. In our initial experiments a proxylet writer would typically have access to the 

EEPs. Errors generated by proxylets would appear in the window from which the EEP
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was run.

Certainly on Unix systems there are two streams on which output can be generated: 

a standard output stream and a standard error stream. Java provides calls to send output 

to these two streams. Rather than invent a new way of generating output it was decided 

to continue with this way of generating output.

These two streams are captured by the EEP from the proxylet, and then multicast 

at a site-wide time to live (TTL). Any output generated by legacy code will also be 

correctly captured. Simply multicasting the error at a site-wide TTL means that no 

per site configuration is necessary. A simple logger can log all messages generated 

by all proxylets at that site. The format of the message is such that the proxylet and 

stream on which the message was generated can easily be identified. A simple program 

is provided to print out the error messages generated at a site. However the issue of 

errors generated at a foreign site is not currently addressed. Our plans in this regard are 

discussed below.

Currently the EEP provides very little to aid a proxylet. A proxylet has full ac

cess to all of the JDK apart from the components which are protected by the security 

manager.

An attempt has been made to keep the EEP as small as possible. Only functionality 

which is absolutely necessary has been placed in the EEP. As will be seen below some 

of what could be considered to be EEP functionality has been implemented in the form 

of permanent system proxylets.

5.4.3 Lessons learned from deployment

There are a number of obvious deficiencies.

Errors generated by proxylets at foreign sites are not handled. However there is
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support for the user to write a proxylet which returns errors from foreign sites.

In the initial design it was felt that only a monitoring agent would need to know 

what proxylets are running on an EEP. However there are cases where a proxylet needs 

to know what proxylets are running on a particular EEP. An example may be a proxylet 

which is used to start another proxylet on every EEP. In this case the proxylet will need 

to be able to check if the other proxylet is already running.

Many proxylets need to interact with services running on the local EEP. The EEP 

should provide the localhost name through the proxylet stub.

5.5 Controlling Proxylets

The graphical user interfaces

There are currently two separate GUIs associated with funnelWeb. One is a control 

interface. The other is a monitor interface. The separate GUIs are partitioned consistent 

with the interfaces offered by the EEP.

The control interface is used to load, start, modify and stop a proxylet. If a proxylet 

exits for whatever reason this information is not propagated to the control interface, 

since the control interface performs atomic transactions with a proxylet.

The monitor interface shows what proxylets are running on an EEP and their cur- 

lent state. This interface can be used to spawn control interfaces which can be used to 

manipulate individual proxylets.

A  simple command line interface is also provided to print out all the error mes

sages generated by the EEPs at a site. Typically, when writing and debugging proxylets 

i t  is necessary to run all three interfaces.

An implementation reason to keep the monitoring and control interfaces separate is
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that the monitoring interface uses callbacks. The callbacks are implemented by an EEP 

making RMI calls back to the monitor interface. This causes two potential problems if 

the interfaces were integrated. Firstly, it would not be possible to start a proxylet that is 

not running a rmiregistry for whatever reasons. The second reason is that it would be 

difficult to start a proxylet on an EEP at a foreign site from behind a firewall. A typical 

configuration for a firewall is that outgoing connections are allowed and incoming ones 

are not. Similarly it would not be possible to start proxylets from sites that are behind 

NATs (Network Address Translators).

In the longer term however there is an intent to provide an integrated interface. 

This can perhaps be achieved by disabling monitoring features, or by implementing 

callbacks via an alternative mechanism to RMI.

5.6 System Proxylets

As has previously been observed, our initial release contained several deficiencies, per

haps the most significant being in the area of dynamic discovery of EEPs and routing. It 

could be argued that such functions are core to the EEP infrastructure, and thus should 

be implemented within the EEP. However in practical terms it is more attractive to 

develop such functionality incrementally as proxylets. This allows us to upgrade the 

functionality of running EEPs relatively easily. In this section we describe two such 

proxylets which represent quite simple, initial approaches to providing routing and er

ror handling functions.

We have developed a simple mechanism for certain proxylets to be started at boot 

time of an EEP. We call these system proxylets. At this time system proxylets do not 

have any special privileges. They are also not handled differently to standard proxylets.
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Their only distinction is that they are loaded at boot time. It should be noted that if 

either of the two system proxylets is not present, the EEP will continue to function, 

although with slightly reduced functionality.

5.6.1 Routing

The scope of the problem of building a scalable application level routing infrastructure 

is huge. In order to permit experimentation, we have provided a routing proxylet which 

does not scale and provides a very naive proximity interface. Below we outline our 

current work towards providing a scalable routing infrastructure [33]. The next chapter 

(6) goes into greater detail.

The initial routing proxylet provides two interfaces. The first interface provides 

a list of all executing EEPs. The second interface provides the location of a proxylet 

close to a provided domain name.

The implementation of the routing proxylet is simple. A coordinator node is pre

configured into the routing proxylet. Each proxylet periodically sends a registration 

packet to the coordinator. All EEPs are therefore known by the coordinator.

Any routing proxylet can be interrogated for the list of all EEPs. The client does 

not need to know which routing proxylet is the coordinator. If a request is made of an 

EEP which is not the coordinator then it will request the information from the coordi

nator and pass it on to the client.

As well as a list of all available EEPs the routing proxylet also provides a proximity 

function. The proximity function has the name “close”. A domain name can be passed 

to the “close” method of any routing proxylet and it will attempt to return an EEP which 

is close to this domain name. Our implementation is extremely naive: a longest match 

on the domain name string is performed.
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We realize that there is a large number of obvious failure modes with such a 

scheme. For example, if a request is made for an EEP close to “acm.org” there is 

no useful geographic information. Another problem is that nowadays a site with, for 

example, the suffix “.au” does not necessarily have to be in Australia.

Therefore we have provided a routing proxylet with many limitations. However it 

has allowed more interesting proxylets to be built. For example, the caching proxylet 

[52] is currently being modified to use the routing proxylet. This allows it to locate an 

EEP close the the source web server.

The routing proxylet has an automatic upgrade mechanism. When a routing prox

ylet performs its periodic registration with the coordinator a version number compari

son takes place. If the coordinator is running a newer version of the routing proxylet 

than the proxylet registering, then the registering proxylet loads the latest version of the 

proxylet. This automatic reload mechanism has allowed us to upgrade the implemen

tation of the routing proxylet. It automatically deploys across all running EEPs. As we 

develop more scalable solutions they will be trivial to deploy.

5.6.2 Error Handling

As stated earlier a proxylet is a fire and forget entity. Therefore if debugging or error 

output is generated from a proxylet there is no obvious place to send the output.

Currently any output generated by a proxylet is multicast at a site wide scope. An 

application is provided to print out the error messages. This allows “local” proxylets 

to be debugged. However currently there is no way to retrieve error messages from 

remote sites. A system proxylet has been provided for error handling which currently 

does nothing. Eventually we intend to use it to return error messages from foreign 

sites. As with the routing proxylet, this will be deployed automatically as it becomes
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available.

5.7 Performance Measurements

We have undertaken some initial measurements to indicate the overhead incurred by 

the architecture. These results also indicate where performance can be optimised. Mea

surements were taken using the Webcache example described previously. Overheads 

can be decomposed into a number of components as follows.

• EEP Location Overhead

• Proxylet Load Time

• Proxylet Execution Overhead

5.7.1 EEP Location

For the text compression example, the overhead incurred is the time to locate a suitable 

remote EEP, the time for the remote EEP to download, load and start executing the 

proxylet, and the time that the proxylet itself takes to download the requested page, 

compress it, and transfer it to the local EEP (or Webcache).

For proxylets invoked from the Webcache, the decision of which EEP to contact 

can be made by a call to the local EEPs Routing Proxylet. This call incurs a delay and 

is shown to be around 130 milliseconds. This delay is the overhead of the RMI call and 

the processing time of the Routing Proxylet to determine a suitable remote EEP.

5.7.2 Proxylet Load Time

The proxylet load time consists of the time taken to download the jar file from the 

proxylet web server, the time to start a new Java Virtual Machine (VM) and the time to 

synchronise the new VM with the current VM.
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Since a proxylet is a web object, its code can be cached. Thus the delay to down

load the proxylet code is likely to be small when a particular proxylet is loaded fre

quently.

The size of the proxylet bytecode is also relatively small, with most proxylets cur

rently being under 6Kb in size. A number of load times observed on a test machine 

showed a delay of approximately 3000 milliseconds for loading a proxylet of around 

4Kb from a web server on the local area network. This time consisted of approxi

mately 1000 ms to start the new VM, under 200 ms to download the byte code, with the 

remainder made up of RMI overhead, synchronisation, security checking, and logging.

These timings will obviously vary for different EEPs, with the hardware perfor

mance of the host EEP machine being critical to the speed of starting a VM. The net

work latency in retrieving proxylet code is also a factor which will increase overall load 

time.

5.7.3 Execution Time

The overhead incurred by the transcoding proxylet is dependent on a number of factors.

• Retrieval time for the web object

• Size of request object (for proxylets such as the text compressor)

• Overhead of the proxylet process

• Speed of the machine on which the proxylet is being executed

• Network delay incurred in transmission of transcoded data to client or local EEP

Given that an EEP is selected based on its likely “closeness” to the web object, the 

retrieval time of the web object will often be small. Again this is dependent on caching
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and transient network performance.

The remainder of the overhead is dependent on transient network performance, 

the performance of the proxylet transcoding process and the machine on which it is 

being executed. These overheads will impact the overall efficiency of the architecture, 

but can be optimised through proxylet implementation and location of EEPs that have 

adequate processing resources.

Cross platform tests have shown the following results for the compression prox

ylet. The compressor was run standalone and an average taken over 10 runs. The web 

object was a text page containing the full King James Bible comprising 5073934 bytes.

Operating System Processor Memory (Mb) JDK Time (ms)
Solaris 8 440 MHz UltraSparc Hi 256 1.3 5206
Solaris 8 167 MHz UltraSparc 128 1.3 12814

Linux 2.2.16 733 MHz Intel Pentium III 256 1.3 2219
Windows 2000 733 Mhz Intel Pentium III 256 1.3 2198

Table 5.1: Compression Times

For text compression the benefit of using this architecture is demonstrated when 

available bandwidth is low and the size of the requested object is large.

A bottleneck however will be the compression rate of the stream at the remote 

EEP. Using the compression timings from Table 5.1, for the Linux operating system, 

we can see that the compressor transcodes the King James Bible of size 5073934 bytes 

in 2219 milliseconds. This extrapolates to a compression throughput of 2286585 bytes 

per second, or around 18 Mbps.

Therefore we predict, for this implementation, compression is a benefit when the 

available end-to-end bandwidth is less than 18Mbps.
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To support our hypothesis we performed a test of the implementation by down

loading the King James Bible from a web server at University College London to a 

client at the University of Technology, Sydney. This was performed once through our 

architecture and once using no intermediate caching. It resulted in a download time 

through our architecture of 4 minutes 23 seconds in comparison to the non-caching 

download time of 19 minutes 12 seconds.

5.8 Charging

For funnelWeb to be the most useful, global deployment would be required, with EEPs 

running at sites all over the world, and in some cases running in the core of the net

work. An application layer multicast proxylet would be best situated in the core of the 

network, as opposed to the edges.

The problem is what incentive would there be to allow a third party to run a prox

ylet on your EEP? The obvious and standard incentive is charging to allow a third party 

to run a proxylet on an EEP.

For some proxylets making an arrangement to run a proxylet on a specific EEP 

may be reasonable. In the general case the power of funnelWeb would be the ability for 

the EEP to be dynamically chosen. In this case the owner of the EEP and the proxylet 

user would have no prior arrangement. In such a circumstance electronic cash could be 

passed to an EEP before it allows a proxylet to execute.

Resources that are used by a proxylet such as CPU cycles or network bandwidth 

could be paid for with electronic cash. The metering and allocating of resources would 

be simple to implement.

The key to global deployment of EEPs and the use of proxylets may be for owners
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of EEPs to charge for usage.

5.9 Related Work

Active Networks has been an important area of research since the seminal paper by 

Tennenhouse et al. [83] We have discussed earlier how our work differs from router 

level active network research. Our research is probably more close to that carried out 

in active services[7], but is more dynamically deployable.

Our work bears some similarities with mobile agent technology [50]. An example 

of mobile agent technology is IBM’s aglets[49]. Although mobile agents and proxylets 

may for some functions be interchangeable, there is a difference in motivation. Both 

proxylets and mobile agents can be optimisations that attempt to reduce network load 

and overcome network latency. Proxylets, in the general case, aid in this process by 

attempting to transform the communication stream and/or perform some intermediate 

protocol processing. A mobile agent in contrast is typically executed close to a target 

site, in order to perform an interaction on the user’s behalf.

The incentive for much mobile agent work is distributed computing. The mobile 

agent infrastructure insulates the user from the network. An example is a mobile agent 

infrastructure allowing an agent to move from one execution environment to another 

while preserving its state. Proxylets could be written to behave as mobile agents, but 

each proxylet would have to written to manage it’s own state when moved.

Mobile agent technology seems to rely on knowing a priori where the agents 

should be executed. We in contrast aim to have proxylets executed at an appropriate 

location, based on network metrics. The criteria for placing a mobile agent is comput

ing resource, for a proxylet it is networking resource. Hence our interest in Application
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Level Routing (ALR).

The Active Cache work of Pei Cao[16] et al implements a migration of code via 

“cache applets”. These are associated with web server objects, and are migrated to local 

proxies. Cache applets perform optimisations such as improving the caching behaviour 

of dynamic documents. In our work such optimisation are transparent to the web server.

One primary objective in our ALR work has been a requirement for minimum con

figuration. Our ALR solution can be considered to be analogous to the self organising 

work of [48, 15, 93].

Much of the work to date in topology discovery and routing in active service sys

tems has been preliminary. We have tried to draw on some of the more recent results 

from the traditional (non active) approaches to these two sub-problems, and to this end, 

we have taken a close look at work by Francis[29], as well as the nimrod project[19].

5.10 Deployment

A release was made of funnelWeb 2.0.1 on 21st March 2000.

The release is currently only available to project partners. The release requires 

minimal configuration to start an EEP. Simple configuration information is required 

such as the location of the Java release.

As it is expected that the EEP infrastructure should be running permanently, a 

“cronjob” is used to check that an EEP is running. The cronjob runs every hour. It 

attempts to connect to the local EEP. If the connection succeeds all is well. If for some 

reason the EEP is not running, the connection attempt fails and a new EEP is started.
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5.11 Proxylets

Over time a large number of proxylets have been written.

1. TCPbridge

A simple bridging proxylet which relays TCP connections. A detailed explana

tion can be found in chapter 6 section 6.2.2.

2. Webcache

A Webcache proxylet which can start transcoding and compression proxylets. 

The proxylet used in the webcache examples in this chapter.

3. rtptranscoder

A proxylet which can transcode simple audio samples to RTP streams. This prox

ylet is currently used in conjunction with the Webcache proxylet.

4. refl

A simple reflector proxylet which has been used to join multicast sessions on 

foreign sites.

5. WAP

A WAP proxylet which converts HTML to WML.

6. NTP

A NTP proxylet. The NTP proxylet is used to determine the roundtrip time be

tween EEPs. Potentially very useful for application layer routing.

7. routing 

Routing proxylet.
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8. RLC

Receiver-driven Layer Congestion Control proxylet [86].

5.12 Conclusions

The architecture and implementation of the ALAN infrastructure in the form of fun

nelWeb has been described. It is concluded that it is a feasible platform. A number of 

proxylets have been written and the number is growing. Consider the work in earlier 

chapters on slogin and MMD. It would now be possible to implement these application 

layer protocols as proxylets.

In order to remotely log into site A from site B a slogin proxylet could be run at 

each site. A local connection using SSH [94] over TCP could be made to the slogin 

proxylet. The slogin proxylet would then send packets to the slogin proxylet at site B 

using the slogin protocol. At site B the slogin proxylet would create a TCP connection 

to the SSH daemon. The usefulness of the slogin proxylet in this instance would be 

its low delay characteristics, not for its encryption. If the slogin proxylet was being 

used for security purposes the EEPs and proxylets would have to be trusted. The EEPs 

could only be trusted if the owners can be trusted. In the case of a company allowing 

remote logins for its employees this would be the case. Assuming that both EEPs were 

controlled by the company. The slogin proxylet could be signed to protect against a 

Trojan.

The MMD protocol could also be implemented as a proxylet. This would cer

tainly aid with deployment. In fact the MMD strategy would work best if the main 

multicasting component could be placed in the core of the network. If native multi

casting is not available using proxylets the scheme could fall back to using application
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layer multicast.

It has been shown that application layer protocols provide advantages, but they are 

harder to implement than protocols using for example, TCP. Extra work is required in 

designing and implementing these protocols. The extra effort required to design and 

implement these protocols, could be justified if it is only done once. This is the solution 

being suggested here. Only one implementation of slogin or MMD needs to exist if they 

are written as proxylets. Every user of the slogin or MMD could reference the same 

proxylet. Enhancements or bug fixes could be deployed instantaneously. Total catas

trophe would also be easy to achieve. A critical bug in an upgrade would potentially 

cause every user to use the broken proxylet. The point remains that proxylets allow 

rapid global deployment. In the next chapter this feature is used to trivially deploy new 

proxylets.

A component which is missing is routing. In subsection 5.6.1 a very naive routing 

solution is described. This solution was developed solely to allow the ALAN concept 

to be tested. In the next chapter (6), a scalable routing infrastructure is described. This 

is the last piece in the puzzle.



Chapter 6

An Architecture for Application Layer 

Routing

6.1 Introduction

The work presented in this chapter is joint work with Michael Fry and Jon Crowcroft 

[33].

In the previous chapter we have proposed, implemented and demonstrated an Ap

plication Layer Active Network (ALAN) infrastructure. This infrastructure permits the 

dynamic deployment of active services in the network, but at the application level rather 

than the router level. Thus the advantages of active networking are realised, without 

the disadvantages of router level implementation. However we have previously left 

unsolved the issue of appropriate placement of ALAN supported services. This is an 

Application Layer Routing problem. In this chapter we define this problem and show 

that, in contrast to IP, it is a multi-metric problem. We then propose an architecture that 

helps conceptualise the problem and build solutions. We propose detailed approaches 

to the active node discovery and state maintenance aspects of Application Layer Rout-
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iing (ALR).

Our approach has been validated by developments in the commercial Internet envi

ronment. It is the case that some Internet Service Providers (ISPs) will support servers 

ait their sites supplied by third parties, to run code of their (3rd parties’) choice. Ex

amples include repair heads [44], which are servers in the network which help with 

reliable multicast in a number of ways. In the reliable multicast scenario an entity in 

the network can perform ACK aggregation and retransmission. Another example is 

Fast Forward Networks Broadcast Overlay Architecture [40]. In this scenario there are 

media bridges in the network. These are used in combination with RealAudio [64] or 

other multimedia streams to provide an application layer multicast overlay network.

We believe that rather than placing “boxes” in the network to perform specific 

tasks, we should place generic boxes in the network that enable the dynamic execu

tion of application level services. We have proposed a ALAN environment based on 

Dynamic Proxy Servers (DPS). In our latest release of this system we rename the appli

cation layer active nodes of the network Execution Environments for Proxylets (EEPs). 

By deploying active elements known as proxylets on EEPs we have been able to en

hance the performance of network applications.

In our initial work we have statically configured EEPs. This has not addressed 

the issue of appropriate location of application layer services. This is essentially an 

Application Layer Routing (ALR) problem.

For large scale deployment of EEPs it will be necessary to have EEPs dynamically 

join a mesh of EEPs, with little to no configuration. As well as EEPs dynamically 

discovering each, other applications that want to discover and use EEPs should also be 

able to choose appropriate EEPs as a function of one or more form of routing metric.
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Thus the ALR problem resolves to an issue of overlaid, multi-metric routing.

This chapter is organised as follows. We first describe our ALAN infrastructure 

by way of some application examples. These examples reveal the Application Layer 

Routing issues that require solution. We then propose an architecture that aids con

ceptualisation and provides a framework for an implementable solution. This chapter 

concentrates on the issues of node (EEP) discovery and state maintenance.

6.2 Application Layer Active Networking

The previous chapter 5 described the ALAN architecture and its rendition in the form 

on the funnelWeb [34] package.

6.2.1 WWW cache proxylet

We have written a number of proxylets to test our ideas. Possibly the most complicated 

example has been a webcache proxylet [53].

The webcache proxylet is described in the previous chapter 5. Fig. 6.1 is repeated 

here to aid the description.

A limitation of our initial experiments is that the locations of the various EEPs are 

known a priori by the webcache proxylet. Another problem is that it is not always clear 

that it is useful to perform any level of compression. For example if a WWW server 

is on the same network as the browser it may make no sense to attempt to compress 

transactions.

From this application of proxylets two clear requirements emerge which need to 

be satisfied by our application layer routing infrastructure. The first requirement is to 

return information regarding proximity. A question asked of the routing infrastructure 

may be of the form: return the location of an EEP which is close to a given IP address.
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Figure 6.1: Text Compression

Another requirement could be the available bandwidth between EEPs, as well as per

haps the bandwidth between an EEP and a given IP address. An implied requirement 

also emerges. It should not take more network resources or time to perform ALR than 

to perform the native transaction.

Given this location and bandwidth information the webcache proxylet could now 

decide if there were any benefit to be derived by transcoding or compressing a trans

action. So a question asked of the application layer routing infrastructure may be of 

the form: find a EEP “close” to this network and also return the available bandwidth 

between that EEP and here.

6.2.2 TCPbridge

One of our simplest proxylets is a TCPbridge proxylet. The TCPbridge proxylet runs on 

an EEP and accepts connections on a port that is specified when the proxylet is started. 

As soon as a connection is accepted a connection is made to another host and port. 

This proxylet allows application layer routing of TCP streams. It could obviously be
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extended to route specific UDF streams.

We have experienced the benefits of a TCPbridge by using telnet to remote log 

in to computers across the globe. A direct telnet from one computer to another across 

the global Internet may often experience very poor response times. However if one 

can chain a number of TCP connections (essentially, source routing) by logging into 

intermediate sites, better performance is typically achieved. This is because the seg

mented TCP connections respond more promptly to loss, and do not necessarily incur 

the overhead of end-to-end error control.

A requirement that emerges from this scenario is the need for the application rout

ing infrastructure to return a number of EEPs on a particular path. We may ask of the 

ALR: give me a path between node A and node B on the network which minimises 

delay. We may also ask for a path between node A and B which maximises throughput, 

by being more responsive to errors. It may also be possible that we require more than 

one path between node A and node B for fault tolerance.

6.2.3 VOIP gateway

A proxylet that we intend to write is co-located with a gateway from the Internet to the 

PSTN. The idea is that a person is using their PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) with a 

wireless network interface such as IEEE 802.11 or perhaps Bluetooth [11].

Using a packet audio application such as “vat”, the user wishes to make a voice 

call to a telephone via an IP-to-telephony gateway. The simple thing to do would be 

to discover a local gateway. A more interesting solution would be to find the closest 

gateway to the telephony endpoint. An argument for doing this might be that it is 

cheaper to perform the long haul part of the connection over the Internet rather than by 

using the PSTN.
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This adds another requirement: the ability to discover information about available 

services. The normal model for service discovery is to find a service in the local do

main. We have a requirement for service discovery across the whole domain in which 

EEPs are running. So a proxylet on an EEP which is providing a VOIP gateway may 

want to inject information into the routing infrastructure which can be used by VOIP 

aware applications.

6.2.4 Multicast

With the seeming failure of wide area multicast deployment it starts to make sense 

to use proxylets inside the network to perform fanout of streams, as well as perhaps 

transcoding and retransmission. A requirement that emerges for multicast is that there 

is enough information in the routing infrastructure for the optimal placement of fanout 

points.

6.3 Application Layer Routing Architecture

A number of routing requirements for our ALAN infrastructure have emerged from the 

examples described in the previous section. In essence our broad goal is to allow clients 

to choose an EEP or set of EEPs on which to run proxylets based on one or more cost 

functions. Typical metrics will include:

• Available network bandwidth.

• Current delay.

• EEP resources.

•  Topological proximity.
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We may also want to add other constraints such as user preferences, policy, pricing, 

etc. In this chapter we focus initially on metric-based routing.

An Application Layer Routing (ALR) solution must scale to a large, global EEP 

routing mesh. It must permit EEPs to discover other EEPs, and to maintain a notion of 

“distance” between each EEP in a dynamic and scalable manner. It will allow clients 

to launch proxylets (or “services”) based on one or more metric specifications and pos

sibly other resource contingencies. Once these services are launched, they become the 

entities that perform the actual “routing” of information streams.

We therefore propose an ALR architecture that has four components. In this sec

tion we simply provide an overview of the architecture. The four components are as 

follows.

1. EEP Discovery.

2. Routing Exchanges.

3. Service Creation.

4. Information Routing.

EEP discovery is the process whereby an EEP discovers (or is able to discover) 

the existence of all other EEPs in the global mesh. In our current implementation 

(described below) all EEPs register at a single point in the network. This solution is 

clearly not scalable, requiring the introduction of a notion of hierarchy. Our proposed 

approach is described in the next section. The approach addresses both the arrival of 

new EEPs and the termination or failure of existing EEPs.

Routing exchanges are the processes whereby EEPs learn the current state of the 

ALAN infrastructure with regard to the various metrics. On this basis EEP Routing
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Tables are built and maintained. The routing meshes embedded in routing tables may 

also implement notions of clusters and hierarchy. However these structures will be 

dynamic, depending on the state of the network, with different structures for different 

metrics. The state information exchanges from which routing information is derived 

may be explicitly transmitted between EEPs, or may be inferred from the observation 

of information streams.

Service creation is the process whereby a proxylet or set of proxylets are deployed 

and executed on one or more EEP. The client of this service creation service specifies 

the proxylets to be launched and the choice(s) of EEP specified via metrics. The client 

may also specify certain service dependencies such as EEP resource requirements.

The service proxylets to be launched depend entirely on the service being pro

vided. They encompass all the examples described in the previous section. For ex

ample, the webcache proxylet launches transcoders or compressors according to mime 

content type. The metric used here will be some proximity constraint (e.g. delay) to 

the data source, and/or available bandwidth on the path. The TCPbridge proxylets will 

be launched to optimise responsiveness to loss and maximise throughput. The VOIP 

gaieway proxylet will require a telephony gateway resource at the EEP.

Information routing is the task performed by the proxylets once launched. Again 

the function performed by these proxylets are dependent on the service. It may entail 

information transcoding, compression, TCP bridging or multicast splitting. In each 

case information is forwarded to the next point(s) in an application level path.

The rest of this chapter is devoted to describing our more detailed proposals for 

EEP Discovery and Routing Exchanges.
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6.4 Discovery

6.4.1 Discovery phase

We will now describe how the discovery phase takes place. The discovery phase is 

implemented by a “discovery proxylef’ that is pre-configured with each EEP. Since 

proxylets are loaded on EEPs by URL reference, it is trivial to update the version of the 

discovery proxylet- it will be automatically loaded when a EEP starts up.

The function of the discovery phase is for all EEPs to join a global “database”, 

which can be used/interrogated by a “routing proxylef’ (discussed further in the next 

section) to find the location of an EEP(s) which satisfies the appropriate constraints. 

Constructing this database through the discovery phase is the first stage towards build

ing a global routing infrastructure.

Requirements

There are a number of requirements for our discovery phase:

1. The solution should be self configuring. There should be no static configuration 

such as tunnels between EEPs.

2. The solution should be fault tolerant.

3. The solution should scale to hundreds or perhaps thousands of deployed EEPs.

4. No reliance on technologies such as IP multicast.

5. The solution should be flexible.
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The discovery protocol

The solution involves building a large distributed database of all nodes. A naive regis

tration/discovery model might have all registrations always going to one known loca

tion. However it is obvious that such a solution would not scale beyond a handful of 

nodes. It would not be suitable for a global mesh of hundreds or thousands of nodes.

In order to spread the load we have opted for a model where there is a hierarchy. 

Initially registrations may go to the root EEP. But a new list of EEPs to register with is 

returned by the EEP. So a hierarchy is built up. An EEP has knowledge of any EEPs 

which have registered with it as well as a pointer to the EEP above it in the hierarchy. 

So the information regarding all the EEPs is distributed as well as distributing where 

the registration messages go. The time to send the next registration message is also 

included in the protocol. So as the number of EEPs grows or as the system stabilises 

the frequency of the messages can be decreased.

If an EEP that is being registered with fails, the EEP registering with it will just 

try the next EEP in its list until it gets back to the root EEP.

With this hierarchal model, if the list of all EEPs is required then an application 

(normally this will be only routing proxylets), can contact any EEP and send it a node 

request message. In response to a node request message three chunks of information 

will be returned: a pointer up the hierarchy where this EEP last registered; a list of 

EEPs that have registered with this EEP if any; a list of the backup EEPs that this EEP 

might register with. Using the node message interface it is possible to walk the whole 

hierarchy. So either an application extracts the whole table and starts routing proxylets 

on all nodes, or a routing proxylet is injected into the hierarchy which replicates itself 

using the node message.
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The discovery proxylet offers another service. It is possible to register with the 

discovery proxylet to discover state changes. The state changes that are of interest are a 

change in where registration messages are going, a EEP which has failed to re-register 

being timed out, and a new EEP joining the hierarchy.

In the discussion above we have not said anything about how the hierarchy is actu

ally constructed. We don’t believe that it actually matters so long as we have distributed 

the load, to provide load balancing and fault tolerance.

It may seem intuitive that the hierarchy be constructed around some metric such 

as Round Trip Time (RTT). So, say, all EEPs in the UK register with an EEP in the 

UK. This would certainly reduce the network load against, say, a model that had all 

the registrations made by EEPs in the UK going to Australia. A defence against patho

logical hierarchies is that the registration time can be measured in minutes or hours 

not seconds. We can afford such long registration times because we expect the routing 

proxylets to exchange messages at a much higher frequency and form hierarchies based 

on RTT and bandwidth etc... So a failed node will be discovered rapidly at the routing 

level. Although it seems like a chicken and egg situation the discovery proxylets could 

request topology information from the routing proxylets, to aid in the selection of where 

a new EEP should register. We also don’t want to repeat the message exchanges that 

will go on in the higher level routing exchanges.

We have considered two other mechanisms for forming hierarchies. The first is 

a random method. In this scheme a node will only allow a small fixed number of 

nodes to register with it. Once this number is exceeded any registration attempts will 

be passed to one of the list of nodes which is currently registered with the node. The 

selection can be made randomly. If, for example, the limit is configured to be five, the
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sixth registration request will be provided with the already registered nodes as the new 

parent EEP. This solution will obviously form odd hierarchies in the sense that they do 

not map onto the topology of the network. It could however be argued that this method 

may give an added level of fault tolerance.

The second method that we have been considering is a hierarchy based on domain 

names, so that the hierarchy maps directly onto the DNS hierarchy. Thus all sites with 

the domain “.edu.au” all register with the same node. In this case we can use proximity 

information derived from DNS to build the hierarchy. This scheme will however fail 

with the domain “.com”, where nothing can be implied about location. Also, the node 

that is accepting registrations for the “.com” domain will be overwhelmed.

We believe that, since registration exchanges occur infrequently, we can choose a 

hierarchy forming mechanism which is independent of the underlying topology. The 

more frequent routing exchanges discussed in the next section will map onto the topol

ogy of the network and detect any node failures.

We have discussed a hierarchy with a single root. If this proved to be a problem, 

we could have an infrastructure with multiple roots. But unlike the rest of the hierarchy 

the root nodes would have to be aware of each other through static configuration, since 

they would have to pool information in order to behave like a single root.

Messages exchanged by discovery proxylet

The types of messages used are registration messages and node messages. The regis

tration messages are used solely to build the hierarchy. The node messages are used to 

interrogate the discovery infrastructure.

Version numbers are used to both detect a protocol mismatch, and to trigger the 

reloading of a new version of the discovery proxylet. The host count will make it simple
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to discover the total number of nodes by interrogating the root node.

• Registration request message.

-  Version number.

-  This node’s name.

-  Count of hosts registered below this node.

• Registration acknowledgement message,

sent in response to a registration request message.

-  Version number.

-  Next registration time.

A delay time before the next registration message should be sent. This timer 

can be adjusted dynamically as a function of load, or reliability of a node. 

If a node has many children the timer may have to be increased to allow this 

node to service a large number of requests. If a child node has never failed 

to register in the required time, then it may be safe to increase the timeout 

value.

-  List of nodes to register with,

used for fault tolerance. Typically the last entry in the list will be the root 

node.

• Node request message.

-  Version number.

• Node acknowledgement message, sent in response to a node request message.
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-  Version number,

-  Host this node registers with.

-  List of backup nodes to register with.

It is useful to have the list of backup nodes in case the pointer up to the local 

node fails, while a tree walk is taking place.

-  List of nodes that register with this node.

6.5 Routing exchanges

Once the underlying registration infrastructure is in place this can be used to start rout

ing proxylets on the nodes. The process is simple and elegant. A routing proxylet can be 

loaded on any EEP. One routing proxylet needs to be started on just one EEP anywhere 

in the hierarchy. By interrogating the discovery proxylet all the children can be found 

as well as the pointers up the tree. The routing proxylet then just starts an instance 

of itself on every child and on its parent. This process repeats and a routing proxylet 

will be running on every EEP. The routing proxylet will also register with the discovery 

proxylet to be informed of changes (new nodes, nodes disappearing, change in parent 

node). So once a routing proxylet has launched itself across the network, it can track 

changes in the network.

Many different routing proxylets can be written to solve various problems. It may 

not even be necessary run a routing proxylet on each node. It may be possible to build 

up a model of the connectivity of the EEP mesh by only occasionally having short 

lived, probing proxylets running on each cluster. The boundary between having a cen

tralised routing infrastructure against a distributed routing infrastructure can be shifted 

as appropriate.
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We believe that many different routing proxylets will be running using different 

metrics for forming topologies. Obvious examples would be paths optimised for low 

latency. Or paths optimised for high bandwidth. This is discussed further below.

6.5.1 Connectivity mesh

In a previous section we described a number of proxylets that we have already built 

and are considering building, along with their routing requirements. Some routing 

decision can be solved satisfactorily by using simple heuristics such as domain name. 

There will however be a set of services which require more accurate feedback from the 

routing system.

We believe that some of the more complex routing proxylets will have to make 

routing exchanges along the lines of map distribution MD [19]. A MD algorithm 

floods information about local connectivity to the whole network. With this informa

tion topology maps can be constructed. Routing computations can be made hop by hop. 

An example may be an algorithm to compute the highest bandwidth pipe between two 

points in the network. A more centralised approach may be required for application 

layer multicast where optimal fan out points are required.

In fixed routing architectures each node, by some mechanism, propagates some 

information about itself and physically connected neighbours. Metrics such as band

width or RTT for these links may be included in these exchanges. In the ALR world 

we are not constrained to using only physical links to denote neighbours. There may be 

conditions where nodes on opposite sides of the world may be considered neighbours. 

Also links do not necessarily need to be bidirectional. We expect to use various metrics 

for selecting routing neighbours. We won’t necessarily be distributing multiple metrics 

through one routing mesh. We may create a separate routing mesh for each metric.
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This is explored further below.

Another important issue which doesn’t usually arise from traditional routing is 

that if care is not taken, certain nodes may disappear from the routing cloud if a node 

cannot find a neighbour.

6.5.2 Snooping for network state

The maintenance of network state can be performed via periodic exchanges between 

routing proxylets. While this has merit, it has the disadvantage that the exchanges 

themselves put load on the network, and therefore impact network performance. While 

not dismissing this approach, we propose here an alternative approach that uses more 

implicit routing exchanges.

Proxylets started on EEPs make use of the standard networking API to transmit 

information. It would be relatively simple to add a little shim layer, such that whenever 

a networking call is made we can estimate, for example, the bandwidth of a path. Thus 

bandwidth information derived from service proxylets, such as a multicast proxylet, can 

be fed back into the routing infrastructure. An initial proposal for how this might be 

utilised is now discussed.

6.5.3 Self Organising Application-level Routing - SOAR

In this section we describe a possible approach to building a dynamic routing infras

tructure. The requirement is, construct topologies based on various routing metrics 

[56]. One of the problems that must be overcome is that the underlying topology is not 

known. Given a large number of nodes a structure must be imposed on these nodes. 

In order to reduce the scope of the problem neighbouring nodes (by some metric) are 

formed into clusters. These clusters can themselves then be formed into a heirarchy. It
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should be borne in mind that nodes may appear and disappear at any time. It is therefore 

important that connectivity is not lost due to the loss of a node. The maintainance of 

the SOAR regions is a continuous process. Especially when considering that bandwidth 

metrics may vary due to network load.

We propose a recursive approach to this, based on extending ideas from RLC[86] 

and SOT[48], called Self Organised Application-level Routing (SOAR). The idea is 

that a SOAR does three tasks:

1. Exchanges graphs/maps [19] [30] with other SOARs in a region, using traffic 

measurement to infer costs for links in graphs to re-define regions.

A region (and there are multiple sets of regions, one per metric), is informally 

defined as a set of SOARs with comparable link costs between them, and ’’sig

nificantly” different edge costs out of the region. An election procedure is run 

within a region to determine which SOAR reports the region graph to neighbour 

regions. Clearly, the bootstrap region is a single SOAR.

The above definition of ’’significant” needs exploring. An initial idea is to 

use the same approach as RLC[86] - RLC uses a set of data rates distributed 

exponentially - typically, say, 1 0 k b p s , 5 6 k b p s , 256K bps, 1 .5M bps, 

45Mbps and so on.

This roughly corresponds to the link rates seen at the edge of the net, and thus to 

a set of users possible shares of the net at the next ’’level up”. Fine tuning may 

be possible later.

2. SOAR uses measurement of user traffic (as in SOT[48]) to determine the avail

able capacity - either RTCP reports of explicit rate, or inferring the available rate
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Wm ; Maximum advertised receive window 
R T T  ; The Round Trip Time 
b ; the number of packets acknowledged by 1 ACK 
p ; the mean packet loss probability 
B  ; the throughput achieved by a TCP flow

Table 6.1: Terms in the Padhye TCP Equation

by modelling a link and other traffic with the Padhye[67] equation provide ways 

to extract this easily. Similarly, RTTs can be estimated from measurement or 

reports (or an NTP proxylet could be constructed fairly easily). This idea is an 

extension of the notion proposed by Villamazar[87] using the Mathis[55] simpli

fication, in ”OSPF Optimized Multipath”, p < {M S S I{B W  * R T T ) f

A more complex version of this was derived by Padhye et al.:

B  =   1= ---------------------j=---------------- ) (6.1)
R T T  R T T ^  + T o m i n { \ ,Z ^ ) p ( \  + 7,2p^)

RTT Is estimated in the usual way, if there is two way traffic. RTTi =  RTTi * 

alpha +  (1 — alpha) * RTTi^i It can also be derived using NTP exchanges.

Then we simply measure loss probability (p) with a EWMA. Smoothing param

eters (alpha, beta for RTT, and loss averaging period for p) need to be researched 

accurately - note that a lot of applications use this equation directly now[76] 

rather than AIMD sending a la TCP. This means that the available capacity (after 

you subtract fixed rate applications like VOIP) is well modelled by this.

Stated simply, given the RTT and loss probability between two nodes it is possi

ble to estimate the bandwidth that a single TCP flow would take. This gives us 

a bandwidth bound that TCP fair flows should stay within. Another way of con-
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sidering this is that it also tells us the bandwidth that the next flow has available. 

The only information that is required is RTT and loss probability. Both of which 

can be actively or passively measured between nodes.

3. Once a SOAR has established a metric to its bootstrap configured neighbour, it 

can declare whether that neighbour is in its region, or in a different region - as 

this continues, clusters will form. The neighbour will report its set of ’’neighbour” 

SOARs (as in a distance vector algorithm) together with their metrics (strictly, we 

don’t need the metrics if we are assuming all the SOARs in a region are similar, 

but there are lots of administrative reasons why we may - in any case, a capacity- 

based region will not necessarily be congruent with a delay-based region. Also, it 

may be useful to use the neighbour exchanges as part of the RTT measurement).

The exchanges are of region graphs or maps - each SOAR on its own forms 

a region and its report is basically like a link state report. We should explore 

whether the SOAR reports should be flooded within a region, or accumulated as 

with a distance vector.

A graph is a flattened list of node addresses/labels, with a list of links for each 

node, each with one or more metrics.

Node and Link Labels are in a URL-like syntax, for example

soar; / / n o d e - i d . r e g i o n - i d .  s o a r - i d . n e t  and a Link label is just the

far end node label.

Metrics are < ty p e ,  v a lu e >  tuples (ASCII syntax). Examples of metrics 

include:

• A metric for delay is typically milliseconds
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• A  metric for throughput is Kbps

• A metric for topological distance is hop count

• A metric for topological neighbour is IP address/mask

As stated above, a SOAR will from time to time discover that a neighbour SOAR 

is in a different region. At this point, it marks itself as the ’’edge” of a region for 

that metric. This is an opportunity for scaling - the SOARs in a region use an 

election procedure to determine which of them will act on behalf of the region. 

The elected SOAR (chosen by lowest IP address, or perhaps at the steiner centre, 

or maybe by configuration), then pre-fixes the labels with a region id (perhaps 

made up from date/time and elected SOAR node label.

soar;//node-id.region-id.soar-id.net/metricname

soar://node-id.region-id.region-id.soar-id.net/metricname

soar ;//node-id.region-id.region-id.region-id.soar-id.net/metricname

etc

6.6 Related Work

Active Networks has been an important area of research since the seminal paper by 

Tennenhouse et al. [83] (Some people would suggest that this work was preceded by 

the Softnet [28] work). This paper is based on work in a research project which is more 

oriented towards active services[31, 7], which has emerged as an important subtopic 

though the Openarch conference and related events.

In the current work, we are attempting to address problems associated with self

organisation and routing, both internal to Active Services infrastructure, as well as in 

support of specific user services. To this end we are taking a similar approach to the
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work in scout[62], specifically the joust system[39], rather than the more adventurous, 

if less deterministic approach evidenced in the Ants work[90, 15]. Extension of these 

ideas into infrastructure services has been carried out in the MINC Project[14] and is 

part of the RTP framework (e.g. Perkins work on RTP quality [68].

Much of the work to date in topology discovery and routing in active service sys

tems has been preliminary. We have tried to draw on some of the more recent results 

from the traditional (non active) approaches to these two sub-problems, and to this end, 

we have taken a close look at work by Francis[29], as well as the nimrod project[19].

Our approach is trying to yield self-organising behaviour as in earlier 

work[48][15][93], as we believe that this is attractive to the network operator as well 

as to the user.

There have been a number of recent advances in the area of estimation of cur

rent network performance metrics to support end system adaption, as well as (possi

bly multi-path) route selection, e.g. for throughput, there is the work by Mathis[55], 

Padhye[67] and Handley[76], and for multicast[86], and its application in routing by 

Villamizar[87]. more recently, several topology discovery projects have refined their 

work in estimating delays, and this was reported in Infocom this year, for example, in 

Theilman[84], Stemm[82], Ozdemir[66] and Duffield[24].
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Current networking implementation choices for applications are limited in two dimen

sions. Firstly: options available to the builder of a network application are limited. For 

a two party communication, if reliability is required, the fastest way to build an appli

cation is to build it using a reliable transport such as TCP - even if the application’s 

requirements map poorly to the services provided by TCP. The second dimension in 

the problem is that of protocol distribution. Two endpoints communicating with each 

other must use the same version of a protocol (or one must support backward compat

ibility). It takes time for communication stacks to be deployed. It also takes time for 

enhancements or bug fixes to be incorporated and deployed. In any significant protocol 

there must therefore be backward compatibility. Typically protocols employ an option 

negotiation stage. During this phase both ends converge on a mutually acceptable in

teraction set. There are rarely epochs where it is possible to say protocol A version 1 

will disappear and henceforth only protocol A version 2 will be in use.

In the slogin (2) and MMD (3) chapters it is demonstrated that designing network 

protocols to map onto an application’s requirements improves efficiency. In the slogin 

case it provides better interactivity on long delay lossy links. The problem remains
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that significantly more work is required to build an application level protocol (ALP) 

than to use traditional methods. We are led to the observation that if it was made 

easier to write application specific protocols then they would be used. Initial work was 

done in terms of decomposing protocols; ALPs [32]. The eventual goal was to provide 

building blocks from which protocols could be built. Other members of the Hipparch 

project [5], worked on solving this problem using automatic protocol composition using 

Esterel [23]. This approach of providing a library of building blocks was not pursued. 

A library of building blocks would have been a viable approach to have taken.

A more efficient place to attack the problem seemed to be that of deployment. 

However, what would be deployed? Thus the problem of simplifying the building of 

ALPs still exists. The traditional way is that a protocol is defined; an example of a 

protocol could be the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) [75]. As the protocol 

became popular each new mail product required a new implementation of the protocol. 

The SMTP protocol is designed to run over any reliable transport protocol. An ALP 

could be designed that had the same functionality as SMTP. This ALP could run over 

UDP. Carefully designed small mail messages could be delivered using only a two 

packet exchange. Clearly more packets would be required if any packets were lost. 

In contrast SMTP running over TCP there will be at least three packets exchanged 

to setup the TCP connection. There will also be at least three packets to tear down 

the connection. The SMTP part of the protocol will add another few packets to the 

exchange. It is therefore more efficient in terms of network utilisation to use an ALP, 

however, there is still the problem of increased implementation complexity.

The decision was taken to tackle the problem from another angle. If it was possible 

to produce one implementation of a protocol that was shared by all applications then
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the extra implementation effort may be justified. This is not a new idea. Traditionally 

such a packaging of code is called a library. However, a library only partially solves the 

problem. It may force the choice of what language the rest of the application is written 

in. It will almost certainly not work across operating system platforms. At the time this 

problem was being considered a new programming language appeared on the scene. 

This programming language was Java [9]. Java seemed to offer a solution to the library 

problem. A Java program compiled down to platform independent byte codes and Java 

virtual machines (JVMs), Java interpreters were available across a range of platforms. 

It seemed that it should be possible to develop ALPs in Java that could be portably 

incorporated into applications. The vision was, that in the future, an implementation of 

a protocol would be available for download from a standard bodies server. Applications 

would be written such that when a protocol stack was required; one could be download 

on demand. Once downloaded, as it was comprised of portable platform independent 

byte codes, it could be integrated into the application. This integration could be either 

directly into an application or as a separate process that the application interacts with.

Multiple benefits could be derived from such a scheme. Firstly: only one imple

mentation of a protocol would be required. The extra effort required in implementing 

such a protocol would therefore be justified. Secondly: a single protocol implementa

tion downloaded on demand would solve all possible version control problems. When 

a bug is fixed in the protocol stack or an addition made it could be made available in 

place of the older stack. It would not be this simple if functionality was to be added to 

a protocol stack as the application may require knowledge of these new options.

In the JavaRadio chapter (4) initial work pursuing these ideas is described. Firstly 

any doubts about the performance of Java had to be dispelled. Java is an interpreted
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language, it also uses a memory allocator based on garbage collection. Both of these 

factors could render it unsuitable for building protocol stacks. In order to test both 

ALP ideas and performance concerns, a real time audio application was chosen. It was 

shown that Java could meet the performance constraints of a real time audio play out. 

The groundwork was also laid for ALP stacks.

They were not however implemented. Dynamically linking an ALP stack into 

an application turned out to be problematic. The issue was in the API between the 

application and the ALP. Should the API be generic enough to capture the semantics 

of all possible network stacks? Perhaps there should be APIs per application domain. 

Initially it was believed that it should be possible to capture all possible interactions 

by just modelling the API on standard networking APIs. An API that supported the 

standard (connection setup, data transfer phase and connection tear down) and then 

enhanced with mechanisms to dynamically attach the stack. A number of problems 

were encountered when considering RTP, the stack which was developed for JavaRa

dio. As developed The RTP stack performed transforms on the data by applying a 

codec. Input data presented in PCM form to the stack could be transformed into LPC 

before transmission. A generic API might then support a mechanism for transforms to 

be performed on data. A more generic API would support a chain of data transforms 

(e.g. compression followed by encryption by ...) .  However, in RTP a more complex 

problem was encountered. It is possible to send RTP audio with redundancy [69]. The 

basic idea is to send previous audio samples with the present audio sample. With a 

large enough playout buffer at the receiver, if the previous audio sample was lost the 

next sample can be used. Multiple levels of redundancy can be performed. Each level 

of redundancy goes back in the packet history. Typically the redundant samples would
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use codecs with higher compression than the primary sample. A packet could there

fore carry not only the current piece of data but previous pieces of data. However, the 

encoding of the data would be different for each transmission. This is one example 

of why a generic API would be difficult to develop. Another problem is paradoxically 

with versioning. One of the intended goals was to do away with possible version mis

matches. If a new feature is added to the ALP the application would still need to be 

modified in some cases to utilise this feature. One possible solution to this problem 

may have been to place a configuration GUI with the ALP. New options could then be 

presented directly to the user. The conclusion is not that it is not possible to define a 

generic API, rather that it would be difficult and prone to the pitfalls described above. 

A generic API may emerge from the reliable multicast building block [91] or similar 

work.

Another solution to loading ALPs into end applications is to load them into the net

work. This mechanism was termed “Application Level Active Networking” (ALAN), 

chapter 5. The ALAN ideas are implemented in the form of a package funnelWeb. The 

ideas from chapter 4 were taken and integrated into this new framework. The stream

ing audio ideas were fitted into a WWW context. For the streaming audio example a 

mechanism was shown for deployment which required no changes to the end systems 

except for minor configuration changes were required. It was shown that new applica

tion specific protocols could be deployed into the network. The two original goals, one 

to show that benefit can be derived from application level protocols and the second to 

ease the deployment of such protocols, are met in funnelWeb. Proxylets can be written 

and made dynamically available. Only one implementation of a proxylet is required for 

any particular task. Proxylets are loaded by reference. If for whatever reason a proxylet
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is changed, the old version is replaced by the new version. Any subsequent attempts 

to use the proxylet will automatically get the new proxylet. There are flaws in such 

a scheme, a bug can be deployed as quickly as a fix. Incremental deployment is not 

possible; this is not necessarily bad.

The funnelWeb infrastructure demonstrates a useful concept. However, one more 

component was required. For all the initial experiments the location of EEPs (Execu

tion Environment for Proxylets) had to be known beforehand. What was required was a 

mechanism for using the funnelWeb infrastructure dynamically. If an ALAN style sys

tem were to be deployed then Application Layer Routing (ALR) would be necessary. 

In chapter 6 the ALR scheme is described. With this final component it is possible to 

use the funnelWeb infrastructure as a complete and usable system.

7.1 Future Work

A number of projects in the research community are currently using funnelWeb: 

ALPINE [1], RADIOACTIVE [4] and ANDROID [2]. There has also been some in

terest in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) community to use the proxylet 

concept in Open Pluggable Edge Services (OPES)[3]. This serves to validate the ideas 

presented.

For a funnelWeb style infrastructure to be truly interesting a wide scale global 

would be necessary. This would allow for many new services to be built and deployed. 

No incentive currently exists for a site to run an EEP. If a user could be charged (Chapter 

5.8) for running a proxylet then wider deployment would occur. This might also be the 

inœntive for ISPs to put EEPs in core of the network.

In Chapter 6, some preliminary work in application layer routing is described.
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Scalable routing protocols need to be built within this framework such as application 

layer multicast.
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Appendix A

Glossary

ACK Acknowledgement

ADPCM Adaptive Pulse Code Modulation

AIMD Additive Increase Multicative Decrease

ALF Application Layer Framing

ALP Application Layer Protocol

ALR Application Layer Routing

API Application Programming Interface

BT British Telecom

CBQ Class Based Queuing

DLPI Data Link Provider Interface

DNS Domain Name System

DPS Dynamic Proxy Servers
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DVMRP Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol

EEP Execution Environment for Proxylets

EWMA Exponentially Weighted Moving Average

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array

FreeBSD Free Version of the Berkeley Software Distribution

Funnelweb Application Level Active Networking Infrastructure

GUI Graphical User Interface

HTML Hypertext Markup Language

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

ILP Integrated Layer Processing

IP Internet Protocol

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network

151 Information Sciences Institute 

IS? Internet Service Provider

IN-TIA The French National Institute For Research In Computer Science And Control

JAT Java Archive

JDC Java Development Kit
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JIT  Just in Time Compiler

JVM Java Virtual Machine

Jeeves Sun Microsystems web system

LAN Local Area Network

LPC Linear Predictive Coding

LZS Lempel-Ziv standard compression

MBONE Multicast Back Bone

MMD Multicast Mail Delivery

MTU Maximum Transmission Unit

NACK Negative Acknowledgement

NAT Network Address Translator

OPES Open Pluggable Edge Services

OSPF Open Shortest Path First

PCB Process Control Block

PCM Pulse Code Modulation

PDA Personal Digital Assistant

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network

RFC Request For Comment
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RLC Receiver driven Layered Congestion control

RMI Remote Method Interface

RPC Remove Procedure Call

RTCP RTF Control Protocol

RTP Real Time Protocol

RTT Round Trip Time

SOAR Self Organising Application-level Routing

SPAM Unsolicited Email

SRM Scaleable Reliable Multicast

SSH Secure Shell

SYN Synchronize

Slogin Simple Login

TCL Tool Command Language

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TTL Time to Live

UCL University College London

UDP User Datagram Protocol

URG TCP Urgent Pointer
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URL Universal Resource Locator 

UTS University of Technology Sydney 

VM Virtual Machine 

VOIP Voice over IP 

WAP Wireless Application Protocol 

WML Wireless Markup Language 

XML Extensible Markup Language 

YAAT Yet Another Audio Tool
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Appendix B

Flakeway

The Flakeway tool was built in order to test slogin and MMD applications.

All networks will lose packets. The probability of a packet being lost can vary, 

but packets will always be lost. Therefore network protocols and Application Level 

Protocols (ALPs) need to be robust against packet losses.

When ALPs are being tested and debugged it is useful to be able to simulate loss. 

It is possible to simulate loss in a number of ways. The application itself could be 

modified to drop packets. Tests could be performed on real networks in the hope that 

with enough testing all problems will be discovered. A program such as Dummynet

[77] which is installed in a FreeBSD kernel could be used to drop packets. Another 

possibility is to use flakeway, which predates Dummynet.

Design goals:

• Deterministic and repeatable behaviour

• Driven from real packet data traces

• No Kernel modifications

• Simple to insert in packet flow
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Value Action
> 0 delay in milliseconds
0 forward packet no delay
< 0 drop packet

Figure B.l: Possible actions

For the rest of this Appendix we will describe the operations and implementa

tion of flakeway. At the time that slogin (Chapter 2) was being written a method was 

required to test slogin. As discussed above code could have been put into slogin to 

simulate loss. This was not done, it would have added extra code to slogin unnecessar

ily. The code would not have available to other applications. It was decided to build a 

flakeway outside the application.

The main feature required horn flakeway was deterministic behaviour. This would 

allow tests to be repeated and make it possible to craft test scenarios. It would also 

allow real traffic traces to be used directly as input to flakeway.

Another requirement was that no application changes should be required when 

using flakeway. A mechanism was devised to place flakeway in the path of a packet 

flow. This will be described later in the implementation section.

In order to provide deterministic behaviour flakeway is table driven. Tables are 

associated to destination addresses. A packet that enters flakeway and does not have 

an associated table is ignored. Figure B.l shows the three actions that a packet can be 

subjected to. A packet can be: dropped, forwarded immediately or delayed.

There are two types of action tables that an incoming packet can match. A desti

nation address is associated with one of these two types of action table.

Both types of action tables contain lists of actions as described in Figure B.l. The 

action tables are traversed sequentially and when the end of the table is reached the
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Action
0

1000

Figure B.2: Example Packet count table

Time period Action
1000 0
1000 -1
1000 1000

Figure B.3: Example Time sequence table

process starts again. The tables behave like circular lists.

The first type of table is a “Packet count table” Figure B.2 is an example of such a 

table. Each packet that arrives is matched against the current entry. The packet is then 

subjected to the action in the current entry. The next entry then becomes the current 

entry in readiness for the next packet. When the next entry is off the end of the list then 

the current entry becomes the first entry in the table. To work through the example in 

Figure B.2; the first packet is forwarded with no delay, the second packet is dropped, 

the third packet is delayed for 1000ms, the fourth packet restarts the process.

The second type of table is a “Time sequence table” Figure B.3 is an example of 

such a table. In the packet count examples advances through the table were made due 

to packet arrival. In the time sequence advances are made as a function of time period. 

Each time the time period expires the next action in the table is used. In Figure B.3; any 

packet arriving in the first 1000ms will be forwarded, in the next 1000ms packets will 

be dropped, in the next 1000ms they will be delayed by 1000ms. This scheme allows 

the emulation of periodic outages or delays.

A very simple experiment was perfomed, a ping was run from UCL to INRIA in
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i  '

(a) Original (b) Packet Number

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 IOC

(c) Time Sequence

Figure B.4: Ping Trace. UCL - INRIA

Sophia Antipolis. The ping output was then used to generate packet number and time 

sequence traces. Pings were then run through flakeway. The traces were then plotted 

in Figure B.4. It can be observed that original trace and the packet number trace look 

almost identical. This is to be expected, whatever befell the original ping packet in 

terms of loss or delay is emulated by flakeway does. In the case of the time sequence 

trace the two graphs are not so correlated. This can perhaps be explained by the time 

bases between the pings and the table slipping.

Flakeway is a useful tool for being able to perform repeated experiments and per

haps emulate the behaviour of a real network, from packet traces. One limitation that 

will be discussed in the next section is that it could not handle large loads, as it is 

implemented in user space.

B.l Implementation

A major design constraint was that it should be possible to use flakeway without altering 

the applications under test. The question is how to interpose oneself into the traffic
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User

Kernel

TCP/IP
Stack

lata Link Provider Interface

Ethernet Driver

Figure B.5: Flakeway workstation

flow. The solution taken by Dummynet was to place a module in the FreeBSD kernel. 

In previous CBQ [88] work on Solaris, streams modules were used to get control of 

packets. The CBQ approach would also have required two network interfaces, which 

flakeway didn’t A major design goal had been no kernel modifications.

The work was being done on Solaris 2.4 and this operating system provided a Data 

Link Provider Interface (DLPI) [85]. The DLPI allows the transmission and reception 

of MAC frames bypassing the usual protocol handling. Standard DLPI implementa

tions have a minor flaw, they do not pass up or allow the setting of the MAC header. 

Fortunately Sun have extended DLPI to allow the transmission and reception of the 

MAC header.

Flakeway is a user space program which uses the DLPI interface to gather and 

send packets (see Figure B.5).

Flakeway will receive a copy of all packets that arrive on this interface. Flakeway
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Danger 
Workstation ^

Cisco
Router

Thud 
Workstatic 
— Fiakfeva-y

Neptune
Workstation

Figure B.6: Network configuration

can also construct and send a whole MAC frame.

Consider Figure B.6, the trick is to get the host “neptune” to send packets to 

“thud”. Packets received by flakeway on thud destined for danger will be processed. 

Those packets selected to be forwarded will be sent to “danger”.

We face two problems; firstly how do we get packets from “neptune” io flakeway, 

secondly how does flakeway send these packets to “danger”?

The first part of the problem is to set a host route from “neptune” to be “danger” to 

be via “thud”. All packets destined for “danger” will now traverse “thud” the flakeway 

machine. If IP forwarding is disabled then the host stack won’t attempt any forwarding. 

Packets for “danger” will arrive at “thud” diud flakeway will process them. If a received 

packet is to be forwarded by flakeway it rewrites the MAC and transmits it.

In order help find potential mis-configurations rather than set the gateway address 

to “thud”, it was set to a special flakeway address. After testing if a bad host route 

was not cleared, forwarding entries 'wiih. flakeway addresses would hopefully stand out. 

This means that flakeway has to respond to ARP requests for its special address.
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B.2 Conclusions

Flakeway is run in user space so the flow which it is manipulating must be sending at 

a relatively low data rate. For testing slogin and audio samples for JavaRadio the data 

rate was low enough for flakeway to be used.

A further enhancement rather than to delay or drop might be to corrupt the packet. 

Being able to duplicate packets may also be a useful feature.

Dummynet is able to rate limit a flow to simulate a bottleneck. It is also able to 

drop packets probabilistically. Flakeway is able to do neither. Adding probabilistic 

dropping would be simple, rate limiting would high data rates would not be possible 

from user space.

Flakeway turned out to be extremely useful for testing slogin and JavaRadio, es

pecially as explicit drop patterns could be programmed.
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Appendix C

TCP Evolution

Some examples of why TCP is not always the appropriate choice for network applica

tions.

Since TCP [72] was specified in 1981 networks have evolved. This evolution 

has meant that for periods of time TCP has not been an optimal medium for some 

applications. As the networks have evolved applications using TCP and TCP itself has 

had to evolve. Mismatches between networks and TCP have become apparent and then 

addressed. Also there have been problems with application and TCP mismatches [65].

In way of example the following two sections give examples of: application to 

TCP mismatches and TCP to network mismatches.

It could be postulated, that in some of these cases, an application layer protocol 

(ALP), tightly matched to an applications requirements, would have fared better than 

applications implemented using TCP.

C.l Application modifications

The application Netscape is commonly used for web browsing. The protocol that 

Netscape uses is HTTP.
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C.1.1 Netscape - multiple streams

The protocol used to retrieve content from a web server is HTTP. In initial versions of 

the HTTP protocol 1.0 a separate TCP connection was required for every URL. If for 

example a web page contained many images then a TCP connection would be required 

for each image. A connection per image. When faced with this problem the Netscape 

implementors chose to open multiple simultaneous connections. This increased the 

user’s satisfaction as web pages would be downloaded faster than the previous single 

connection scheme. Multiple connections however are extremely unfriendly to the net

work. TCP’s slow start algorithm is in some sense defeated as the congestion window 

is multiplied by the number of connections attempted. The multiple TCP flows are 

competing with each other and causing more load on the network than a single flow.

C.1.2 HTTP - single connection

A problem with the HTTP 1.0 protocol was that a single TCP connection is used for 

each request. So in order to retrieve a page a connection is created a request is made 

and the end of the page is marked by the connection being torn down. This is inefficient 

in a number of ways. If many pages are retrieved from one server then multiple con

nection setup and connection tear down packets have to be exchanged. Each separate 

TCP connection will need to go through a congestion control phase to reach a stable 

operating rate (slow start). A longer running connection is better able to stabilise and 

better utilise the available bandwidth.

With later versions of the HTTP [25] protocol all transactions with a web server 

can be performed over one persistent connection.
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C.2 Implementation modifications

As well as applications having to be modified due to an inappropriate interaction be

tween TCP and the application, modifications have been suggested and implemented in 

TCP. This is not an exhaustive list but shows modifications which have been required 

with time.

A large set of modifications and a requirement for backward compatibility may 

cause interaction and implementation problems in the future.

C.2.1 Transaction TCP T/TCP

T/TCP [13] is an attempt to support a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) still interaction 

for TCP. T/TCP does not require multiple exchanges of setup packets and is designed 

to cache flow state information.

HTTP over T/TCP would be more efficient than over TCP.

C.2.2 Large Windows

As networks become faster it became apparent that the 64K maximum window size in 

TCP is not sufficient to fully utilise a Gigabit pipe. Extensions have been proposed to 

allow larger window sizes [42].

C.2.3 Selective Acknowledgement - SACK

TCP’s standard acknowledgement scheme, is a cumulative acknowledgement. The loss 

of a single segment in a sequence of segments cannot be described to the peer. When an 

acknowledgement is received the only information that can be garnered is that segments 

upto this acknowledgement number have been received. If ten segments are sent and the 

fifth segment is lost, the sender on seeing the acknowledgement has no way of knowing 

only one segment has been lost and could very well retransmit all the unacknowledged
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segments.

An optional selective acknowledgement [54] was therefore added to TCP. A later 

addition was made to the scheme to allow for the signalling of duplicate received seg

ments [26].

C.2.4 Congestion Control

In order to stop the congestion collapse of the Internet various congestion control mech

anisms are typically in most TCP implementations [41].

C.2.5 Unreliable Delivery

TCP provides reliable delivery. Some real time streaming applications such as audio or 

video can continue to function even if some packets in the stream are lost. A suggestion 

has been made to modify a TCP receiver to send ACK’s for packets which have not been 

received. If an application selects this option for a real time stream a large delay will 

not build up as packets are retransmitted.

Path MTU discovery

Different parts of the Internet have different Maximum Transmission Unit sizes. The 

Internet Protocol suite mandates a minimum transmission size of 576 octets. This size 

is a lot smaller than say an Ethernet maximum frame size which is 1500 octets. Tra

ditional TCP implementations would use the maximum transmission size if two hosts 

were on the same subnet and revert to the lower size of 576 octets if the hosts were on 

different subnets. Two hosts on different subnets with a transmission size of greater 

than 576 would not fully utilise the link.

So a modification was made to TCP which allowed TCP [61] to discover the max

imum available link size on a path and use it.
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This is an extremely valuable modification. Unfortunately the mechanism to deter

mine the optimum packet size on a link is not available to UDP based ALF applications.
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Appendix D

RC4 Implementation

Figure D .l and D.2 are the header file and C source file of the RC4 implementations 

taken from slogin. They are presented here in full to demonstrate the simplicity of the 

algorithm. In figure D.2 the function rc4next, is called for each byte in the data stream.

#define BSIZE 256

struct rc4 {
u_char sboxfBSIZE]; 
uc ha r keyfBSIZE]; 
int i; 
int j;

};

struct rc4 *rc4init(u_char *key, int len); 
u char rc4next(struct rc4 *rc4);

Figure D.l: rc4.h
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#include "rc4.h"
static
void
swap(u_char *pl, u_char *p2)
{ u char temp;

temp = *pl;
*pl = *p2;
*p2 = temp;

}struct rc4 *
rc4init(u char *key, int len)
{ struct rc4 *rc4; 

int i, j;
rc4 = malloc(sizeof(struct rc4)); 
if(0 == rc4)

return 0;
for(i = 0; i < BSIZE; i++) 

rc4->sbox[i] = i;
for(i = 0; i < BSIZE; i++)

rc4->key[i] = key[i % len];
for(j = i = 0; i < BSIZE; i++) {

j = (j + rc4->sbox[j] + rc4->key[i]) % BSIZE;
swap(&rc4->sbox[i], &rc4->sbox[j]);

}
rc4->i = rc4->j = 0; 
return rc4;

}
u char
rc4next(struct rc4 *rc4)
{ int t ;

rc4->i = (rc4->i + 1) % BSIZE;
rc4->j = (rc4->j + rc4->sbox[rc4->i]) % BSIZE;
swap(&rc4->sbox[rc4->i], &rc4->sbox[rc4->j]); 
t = (rc4~>sbox[rc4->i] + rc4->sbox[rc4->j]) % BSIZE;
return rc4->sbox[t];

}

Figure D.2: rc4.c
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